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Abstract 

Cancer stem cells (CSC) contribute to pancreatic cancer tumorigenesis through 

tumor initiation, drug resistance, and metastasis. Currently, therapeutics targeting 

pancreatic CSC are under intensive investigation. This study tested a novel 

strategy that utilizes RON receptor as a drug delivery moiety for increased 

therapeutic activity against pancreatic CSC. CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+
 triple-positive 

pancreatic CSC (CSC
+24/44/ESA

) were obtained from spheroids of pancreatic L3.6pl 

cancer cells by sequential magnetic cell sorting method. These cells displayed 

typical spheroid growth pattern, expressed unique self-renewal marker Bmi-1, re-

differentiated into an epithelial phenotype, acquired an epithelial to mesenchymal 

phenotype, and caused tumor formation in animal model. Among several receptor 

tyrosine kinases examined, RON was highly expressed and sustained by 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. This feature provided the cellular basis for validating the therapeutic 

effectiveness of anti-RON antibody Zt/c9-directing doxorubicin-

immunoliposomes (Zt/c9-Dox-IL). Zt/c9-Dox-IL specifically interacted with 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 and rapidly caused RON internalization, which led to uptake of 

liposomal doxorubicin. Moreover, Zt/c9-Dox-IL was effective in reducing 

viability of L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

. The IC50 values between free Dox 

(62.0±3.1 μM) and Zt/c9-Dox-IL (95.0 ±6.1 μM) treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were at 

relatively comparable levels. In addition, Zt/c9-Dox-IL in combination with small 

molecule inhibitors lapatinib, sunitinib, or dasatinib further reduced viability of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. In conclusion, RON expression by CSC
+24/44/ESA

 is a suitable 

molecule for targeted delivery of chemoagents. Thus anti-RON antibody-directed 

delivery of chemotherapeutics is effective in reducing viability of pancreatic CSC.      
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Biology of Pancreatic Cancer Stem Cells 
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Introduction 

Pancreatic cancer: 

Pancreatic cancer is one of the most lethal solid tumors and ranks fourth 

among cancer related deaths in United States. The prognosis for patients with 

pancreatic cancer is poor and the survival rate 5 years post detection is less than 

5%. One of the prime reasons for such notorious mortality statistics is the dearth 

of early detection modalities and lack of specific symptoms. The most common 

form of pancreatic cancer is pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma that arises from 

exocrine epithelial cells of the duct. Other forms include benign and malignant; 

endocrine as well as exocrine tumors. Pancreatic cancer occurs fundamentally as a 

result of accumulation of genetic mutations over several years. Pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma is the most aggressive form and is usually diagnosed late in 

neoplastic progression. Due to the anatomical location of the pancreas, surgical 

resection of locally advanced tumors is challenging in majority of cases. Radiation 

and chemotherapy are also of limited therapeutic benefit due to the risk to 

peripheral organs. Various mutations occurring in oncogenes and tumor 

suppressor genes worsen genetic stability in pancreatic cancer. Amongst all 

mutations studied, activation of KRAS has been commonly observed. KRAS, a 

member of the Ras family of genes, encodes GTP binding proteins. On activation 

by any of its ligands or signaling cohorts such as EGFR, KRAS switch to their 

activated state through the hydrolysis of GTP. Mutant forms of KRAS gene cause 
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constitutive activation of the corresponding protein leading to continuous GTP 

hydrolysis. Such malfunctional activation triggers a retinue of intracellular 

processes such as enhanced proliferation, cell survival, motility, cell cycle 

progression, which often amount to initiation of tumorigenesis. Another rather 

common genetic anomaly observed in pancreatic cancer is inactivation of tumor 

suppressor gene CDKN2A. Such inactivation in conjunction with mutant p16 

causes a loss of cell cycle regulation at the G1-S transition resulting in increased 

cell proliferation.  Defects in p53, BRCA 1, SMAD4/DPC4 have also been 

commonly observed. Telomere shortening, another common phenomenon in this 

disease causes chromosomal instability and is one of the only early detectable 

defects. Patients diagnosed with pancreatic cancer have three or more of the above 

mentioned mutations confer poor prognosis 
1
, 

2
, 

3
, 

4
. While we have made 

significant progress in understanding the molecular profile of pancreatic cancer, 

proportional progress on the therapeutic front is lacking. Presently, gemcitabine is 

the first line agent that was approved by US FDA in 1997 for palliative 

chemotherapy. Gemcitabine has shown a modest efficacy in the alleviation of 

disease related symptoms. Following administration of single agent therapy, 

prognosis remains dismal with a 5 year survival rate of 1%–4% and a median 

survival period of 4–6 months 
5
. In 2005, erlotinib was approved for use in 

combination with gemcitabine for treatment of locally advanced, unresectable, or 

metastatic pancreatic cancer. However, the survival benefit was only two weeks 
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despite high costs and greater toxicity than gemcitabine monotherapy 
6
. 

Conventional chemotherapy so far has only been successful in causing temporary 

tumor shrinkage and tumor cells that endure such regimen inevitably cause 

recurrence. 

Such aggressive and resilient phenotype of pancreatic cancer is accountable 

to intrinsic and acquired drug resistance. Multiple mutations and heterogeneity 

also mar the success of available therapeutic strategies. Over the past couple of 

years, cancer stem cells (CSC) have been shown to be responsible for 

tumorigenesis, metastasis, drug resistance and tumor relapse. Thus, the functional 

presence of CSC population is a major roadblock in clinical success of pancreatic 

cancer treatment and needs to be addressed for better therapeutic outcomes. This 

study intends to grasp some basic yet crucial features of pancreatic CSC and test 

therapeutically plausible receptor targets for drug delivery to pancreatic CSC.   

The advent of cancer stem cell theory offered a radical shift to the paradigm 

of cancer biology and chemotherapy. Characteristics of tumors such as functional 

heterogeneity, variable tumorigenicity, metastatic potential, resistance to 

conventional chemotherapy and disease relapse gave rise to the cancer stem cell 

hypothesis, which states that a small yet distinct population of cells with stem cell 

properties is essential for the development and perpetuation of various human 

cancers 
7
, 

8
. In the pyramid of tumor hierarchy, CSC comprise the apex while 

differentiated tumor cells occupy lower levels. This hypothesis is strengthened by 
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the fact that cancer cells constitute multiple genetic mutations accumulated over 

variable periods of time. CSC, on account of their inherent longevity and 

quiescence, are excellent candidates for accumulation of such mutations 
9
. 

CSC share certain crucial features with their normal adult stem cell 

counterparts. The key features that characterize CSC are: i) enhanced self renewal 

capacity ii) high tumorigenic potential (when transplanted into immunodeficient 

mice with ability to create phenotypically heterogeneous tumor resembling the 

parent tumor) iii) long term expansion through symmetric/asymmetric division 

that supports unlimited self renewal iv) distinctive surface marker profile and v) 

discrete signaling pathways that direct self-renewal and contribute to enhanced 

tumorigenic potential vi) drug resistance 
10

, 
11

, 
12

. 

Self renewal in CSC: 

Self renewal is a key feature that governs stem cell phenotype in normal as 

well as cancerous tissue. Of many responsible factors, Bmi-1 drives self renewal in 

adult stem cells and CSC from myriad origins. It acts as a transcriptional repressor 

of cell cycle regulatory genes such as p16
Ink-4a

 and p19
Arf

 
13

. Its expression is 

known to promote stem like state in tumor cells and overexpression of Bmi-1 

correlates with therapy failure in many tumor types including pancreatic, breast, 

prostate, lung, and ovarian cancer. Bmi-1 expression is very high in stem cells and 

its expression gradually decreases upon maturation and cell differentiation in 

hematopoietic stem cells.  Bmi-1 is an essential factor in undifferentiated cells 
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since its deficiency leads to compromised adult stem cell function 
13

. Moreover, 

reduced Bmi-1 protein levels led to apoptosis and/or senescence in tumor cells, 

increased susceptibility to cytotoxic agents and radiation therapy 
14

. In CSC, 

decreased expression of this protein upon gene knockdown caused impaired 

maintenance of stem and progenitor cells. Reduced progenitor and stem cell 

frequencies were associated with increased expression of p16
Ink-4a

, p19
Arf

 and 

increased levels of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS). It has been 

reported that BMI-1 regulates expression of other genes, such as Hox gene and 

tumor suppressors PTEN and WWOX 
15

. Bmi-1 is closely knit with several 

signaling pathways such as hedgehog that regulate self renewal in CSC 
16

.  

CSC can undergo both asymmetric and symmetric divisions. Symmetric divisions 

results in two daughter CSC, contributing to the expansion of CSC pool. By 

asymmetric division, a CSC generates another CSC plus a differentiated cell 

thereby continuing the expansion of cancer cells. CSC evolve within the tumor 

due to genetic and epigenetic changes and influences from their microenvironment 

can result in the acquisition of more advanced CSC features 
12

.  

With high self renewal capacity CSC are characteristically quiescent. They 

spend most of their time in the G0 phase of cell cycle. CSC quiescence is 

controlled by both intrinsic regulatory mechanisms and extrinsic signals from the 

niche or microenvironment. Due to such quiescence CSC escape the effects of 

most conventional cytotoxic agents that target rapidly proliferating cells 
12

.  
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Stem cell identification: 

Stem cell identification and isolation era began when Bonnet and Dick 

successfully isolated the first set of CSC using cell surface markers CD 34
+
/CD 

38
- 
from acute myeloid leukemia

7
. On the solid tumor biology front, Al-Hajj et al 

were the first to identify and isolate CSC population from breast cancer 
8
. Marker 

subset identification arose after meticulous observation of a rare population of 

cancer cells with high tumorigenic potential. Furthermore, these cells were found 

to have the unique capacity to recapitulate an entire tumor in 

immunocompromised mice when injected in very small numbers.  However, the 

choice of markers for identification of CSC population from tumors of different 

histological origins is variable. CSC acquire different lineage markers based on 

surrounding niche and need for specific transformation or progression into a 

proliferative phase as governed by genetic stimuli 
7
. Conflicting and/or 

overlapping reports exist for detection of putative pancreatic CSC markers both in 

tumors naïve to chemotherapy as well as in tumors that have had a prior exposure 

to such regimens. However, none of the established evidences accept any 

individual or a set of markers as gold standard for identification and isolation of 

CSC. Evidence suggests that CSC markers have a role to play in the generation of 

tumor derived exosomes. These exososmes are involved in critical interactions 

such as receptor ligand interactions, attachment to or fusion with target cell 

membrane; transport of CSC derived mRNA or miRNA to distant locations 
17

. 
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CSC markers may also play crucial roles in driving tumorigenesis, self renewal or 

other critical features that are not known yet. Hence it is important to investigate 

the role they play in CSC population. Li et al identified a population of cells co 

expressing CD24/CD44/ESA
 
as putative stem cell markers in pancreatic cancer 

16
. 

They reported this population to be highly tumorigenic since as few as 100 triple 

positive cells caused tumor formation in mice at the end of 16 weeks as compared 

to triple negative population 
16

. Another study by Hermann et al reported that cells 

expressing CD 133 from primary pancreatic tumors and cell line L3.6pl possessed 

CSC properties 
18

. It has, however, been observed that triple positive population in 

pancreatic CSC clearly overlaps with CD 133 expressing population. Moreover, 

these markers are not exclusively expressed in pancreatic cancer alone. Al Hajj et 

al have reported that CSC pool in breast cancer was identified as CD44
+
/CD24

-

/ESA
+
 population 

8
. Studies conducted on brain and colon cancers have also 

demonstrated that CD 133
+
 population defined the CSC pool in these cancers. 

Hence it is clear that certain stem cell markers are common amongst CSC 

populations of diverse histological origins and associate with an aggressive and 

tumorigenic phenotype. It is interesting to note that several CSC markers are also 

shared with adult stem cells which highlight a probable common origin. Reports 

indicate CD 44, CD 24, ESA (co expressed), CD 133 and ALDH 1α have so far 

been used to identify pancreatic CSC 
8
, 

18
, 

19
. Although implemented for defining 
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the stem cell phenotype, more light needs to be shed on the functional role of these 

markers to better grasp CSC identification.  

CD 44 

CD 44 is a lymphocyte homing receptor and its major ligand is hyaluronic 

acid (HA). It is the most common known CSC marker. Interaction of CD 44 with 

integrins, cytoskeletal proteins, and metalloproteinases (MMPs) or HA results in 

several phenomena such as cell adhesion, extravasation, proliferation, invasion, 

metastasis, angiogenesis and apoptotic resistance. CD 44 forms a signaling axis 

with chemokine receptor CXCR4 that leads to homing and mobilization 
20

. In 

pancreatic cancer, CD 44 is one of the prominent markers accepted for CSC 

identification 
16

. In addition to pancreatic cancer CD 44 has been observed in 

leukemia, primary head and neck, colorectal, breast and prostate cancer as a CSC 

identification motif. Despite its widely observed role in cancer, the proportion of 

CD 44 expressing population in primary tumors varies from 0.1–42% 
21

.  

CD 44, CSC regulating genes and drug resistance: 

 In stem cells pluripotency and differentiation is governed by OCT4, 

NANOG and MYC11 
22

. Signaling pathways such as Notch, Wnt and Hedgehog 

are imperative for shaping identity, tissue structure and cell fate 
23

 and are thus 

important for stem cell function. CD 44 and HA interaction is known to promote 

protein kinase Cε (PKCε) activation and which leads to increased NANOG 

phosphorylation and nuclear translocation. It then leads to transcription of the 
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oncogenic microRNA (miRNA) miR-21 and reduction in tumor suppressor 

mediated programmed cell death 
24

. These events also initiate the upregulation of 

inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) proteins and stabilization of P-glycoprotein or MDR1 

expression 
25

,
26

 thereby contributing partially if not completely to drug resistance 

and anti apoptotic cascades.  

Hong et al observed a gradual increase in expression of MDR1 when 

pancreatic cancer cells are exposed to gemcitabine with a concomitant rise in CD 

44
+
 cells thus suggesting a relationship between CD 44 and MDR1 

21
. The 

interaction between CD 44, HA, ABCB1 is known to cause expression of multiple 

stem cell regulating elements such as Sox2 and Rex1 that cause Stat-3 mediated 

activation of multidrug resistance cascade 
27

. It is interesting to note that the 

proportion of CD 44 expressing cells was observed to decrease with withdrawal of 

gemcitabine. This suggests a strong dependence of environmental stimuli on the 

stem cell phenotype. High expression of MDR1 mRNA was observed in resistant 

cells along with high efflux of reporter dyes such as Rhodamine 123 
21

. Reports 

suggest that ABCG2 expression is an exclusive feature of stem cells 
28

. Thus the 

simultaneous expression of ABCB1 and CD 44 in drug resistant pancreatic cancer 

cells may offer positive correlation for the existence of drug resistant phenotype 
27

. 

Hence apart from its significance as an identification marker CD 44 may comprise 

an important link between drug resistant and stem cell phenotype.  
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Crucial features of CSC also include events such as interaction with the 

niche, epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), migration and apoptotic 

resistance, which have all been directly or indirectly associated with CD 44 
29

. 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines from endothelial cells stimulate CD 44 expression 

and strengthen their binding to HA. CD 44 serves as an important link for CD62P 

which stabilizes CD62L-dependent rolling of immune and tumor cells thereby 

promoting the interaction with HA on endothelial cells and enabling cellular 

transmigration 
30

. CD 44 thus plays a crucial role in causing extravasation and 

migration in tumor cells. Tumor cells expressing truncated variant of CD 44 lose 

the capacity to migrate which underlines the imperative role of this receptor in 

normal and malignant biology 
31

. 

Contribution of CD 44 to matrix assembly and RTK activation:  

HA is an essential and abundant component of tumor matrix and stem cell 

niche 
32

, 
33

. CD 44-HA association facilitates colonization, support to tissue matrix 

and cellular interaction with the niche. Any aberration in matrix components alters 

cell shape, intracellular tension, causing altered signaling events and gene 

expression 
34

. This could have an important role in governing CSC behavior and 

their fate which depends on cues from the niche and tumor matrix. 

Another interesting functional aspect of CD 44 that overlaps with CSC properties 

is resistance to apoptosis. Numerous reports have linked CD 44 activity with RTK 
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activation. Studies from head and neck cancers show that CD 44 co-

immunoprecipitates with all ERBB RTK family members. The association of CD 

44 with ERBB2 and ERBB3 mediates heterodimerization and receptor 

phosphorylation that strongly promotes CSC apoptotic resistance 
35

. In carcinoma 

cells CD 44–HA interaction leads to ERBB2 phosphorylation and integration of 

ERBB2 in lipid rafts. Moreover this interaction also leads to  upregulation of key 

signaling molecules such as CD 44, ezrin, PI3K and the chaperone molecules 

HSP90 and CDC37 
36

.  

Similar reports about association of CD 44 and MET have been made and 

the role of HA in activation of numerous other RTKs such as PDGFR, IGF1R-beta 

in colon, prostate, and breast carcinoma cells has been well studied 
37

, 
38

. Thus CD 

44 is directly or indirectly related to many traits of CSC and hence may be a useful 

moiety for CSC identification. 

CD 24 

CD 24 is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol a mucin like adhesion molecule 

and an anchored membrane protein. P-selectin, secreted by endothelial cells and 

platelets is the ligand for CD 24. Functionally, CD 24 is responsible for maturation 

of B cells and erythrocytes. Its role in tumor biology has emerged significant and 

recently it is also being recognized as a CSC marker.  CD 24 overexpression has 

been reported in numerous malignancies such as B cell lymphomas, gliomas, 

small cell lung carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, uterine, breast, ovarian and 
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pancreatic carcinomas. Studies indicate a strong correlation between increased 

expression of CD 24 and aggressive forms of cancer 
39

. CD 24 expression is 

associated with increased cell spreading, motility, proliferation, dissemination, 

tumorigenesis, invasiveness and enhanced metastasis.  Binding to L1 and P –

selectin aggrevates metastatic spread in CD 24 expressing cell populations. Apart 

from its active role in tumor generation and metastasis, it is interesting to note that 

CD 24 is expressed in pre-B lymphocytes however the expression is lost as 

maturation to plasma cells occurs 
40

. Notably, CD 24 expression also occurs 

during embryonic development in neural and pancreatic stem cells 
41

. Shah et al 

have also reported increased expression of CD 24 in drug resistant pancreatic 

cancer cells with stem like phenotype suggestive of a role this receptor may play 

in CSC and drug resistance 
42

. Considering the role CD 24 plays in cancerous and 

non-cancerous stem cells, the choice of CD 24 expression as a cancer stem cell 

marker appears promising. 

EpCAM: 

EpCAM, an epithelial cell adhesion molecule, is expressed by epithelium of 

healthy individuals. However, overexpression of EpCAM has been observed in 

most carcinomas to variable extents. It has also been identified as a marker for 

detection of CSC in carcinomas such as pancreatic, mammary and colorectal 

cancer 
16

. Reports indicate that EpCAM is instrumental in disrupting E Cadherin 

mediated cell adherens junctions by impairing link between α-catenin and F-actin 
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43
. Furthermore, EpCAM mediates cell motility, proliferation and metastasis 

formation in association with claudin 7. In pancreatic cancer, EpCAM expression 

has been observed to be an independent poor prognostic factor based on relapse 

free and overall survival. EpCAM expressing cells are predictors of distant 

metastatic relapse but not necessarily of local tumor recurrence 
44

. These 

observations coincide well with characteristic CSC features and hence EpCAM 

expression has received attention as a marker for CSC phenotype identification. 

CD 133 

CD133, a five-transmembrane protein, has long been used to enrich human 

hematopoietic stem cells.  CD133 expression is linked with self-renewal in neural 

stem cells 
18

. In pancreatic cancer, CD 133 expressing population was 

undifferentiated and possessed high tumorigenic potential whereas normal 

pancreatic tissue rarely expressed CD133. The increased extent of CD133 

expression may result from oncogenic alteration in cancer tissue. Migrating CSC 

have an instrumental role in metastasis of cancer and depend on chemotactic 

factors for their migration. Stromal components such as stromal derived factor 1 

(SDF-1) is a critical mediator for cell migration and ligand for chemotactic 

receptor CXCR4. Studies report that CD 133 expressing cells on the invasive front 

of pancreatic cancer strongly co expressed CXCR4 as indicated by antibody 

costaining 
45

. Hence CXCR4 receptor may be one of the factors responsible for 

tumor dissemination. Hermann et al defined a subpopulation of pancreatic CSC 
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that expressed CXCR4. This population was critically involved in tumor 

metastasis and the elimination of which effectively marred the metastatic activity 

of pancreatic cancer cells 
18

. 

ALDH 1: 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH1) is a cytosolic enzyme widely 

distributed in tissues with maximum expression in the liver and kidneys. This 

enzyme is responsible for oxidative transformation of numerous intracellular 

aldehydes to carboxylic acids. ALDH1 mainly functions as a biosynthetic enzyme 

of retinoic acid, catalyzing the conversion of vitamin A (retinol) to retinoic acid 

(RA). Retinoic acid signaling has proved crucial for cell fate determination. 

Pleotropic effects of retinoids are largely dependent on the maturation stage of a 

given cell. Retinoids cause terminal differentiation of normal late hematopoietic 

precursors in mice. However in immature populations (enriched for stem and 

progenitorcells), retinoic acid signaling enhances self-renewal of HSCs 
46

. Along 

with HSCs, ALDH1 is highly expressed in intestinal crypt cells and is linked with 

poor clinical outcomes in breast cancer. ALDH1 is also thought to be responsible 

for the resistance to the alkylating agent cyclophosphamide in breast cancer and 

the frequency of ALDH-positive cells appears to be an independent prognostic 

indicator of poor survival 
46,

 
19

. In murine pancreas, precursor population 

(comprising terminal ducts/ centroacinar cells) can be identified by high activity of 

ALDH. High ALDH expressing cells did not show lineage-specific markers, but 
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were enriched for progenitor markers such as Sca-1, Sox9, c-Met, nestin and 

multilineage differentiation in vitro 
46

. Kim et al recently reported that cells from 

L3.6pl pancreatic cancer cell line and patient tumor samples were enriched for 

high ALDH. Cells expressing high ALDH efficiently recapitulated the phenotype 

of the original tumor independent of CD133 or CD 44/CD24 cell surface 

expression. This opens the possibility for ALDH to act as a potential CSC marker. 

Xenograft studies revealed as few as 100 ALDH 
high 

cells were sufficient to induce 

tumor formation in NOD/SCID mice 
19

. However, no enrichment of either ALDH 

or CD133 CSC markers was observed in tumor specimens previously exposed to 

neoadjuvant therapy relative to naïve untreated tumor specimens.  

The nature of CSC marker expression may be governed by several factors. 

A delicate equilibrium maintained by autocrine and/or paracrine signaling between 

various tumor cell populations may regulate the extent of marker expression 
47

. 

Further investigation will clarify the validity of each of these markers as bonafide 

CSC markers. Since the discussed markers are not mutually exclusive one may 

imagine that a set of additional or novel markers may emerge as superior 

determinants of CSC phenotype.  

  In CSC several signaling pathways are highly active and are known to 

bear a connection with stem cell phenotype. Major signaling pathways involved 

are as discussed:  
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Hedgehog 

Members of the hedgehog family play key roles in a wide variety of 

developmental processes. Sonic Hedgehog (SHH), the most studied ligand of the 

Hedgehog family, is known to promote proliferation of adult stem cells from 

various tissues 
48

. Its activation has also been associated with various types of 

cancer. Abnormal activation of this pathway possibly leads to development of 

cancer through transformation of adult stem cells into cancer stem cells. In PDAC, 

aberrant SHH expression had been observed in over 70% cases as compared to 

miniscule expression in normal pancreatic ductal cells 
49

. Interestingly, 

upregulation of SHH activity has also been studied in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 population 
16

. 

CSC are believed to contribute to increased SHH activity at the invasive front of 

PDAC tumors where SHH plays a role in maintenance of stem cell pools by self-

renewal, differentiation of progenitors and/or tissue patterning with Gli1, PDX-1 

and Patched 
50

. Studies with cyclopamine (hedgehog inhibitor) alone or in 

combination with gemcitabine report an effective inhibition of invasion and 

metastasis in orthotopic xenograft mouse model of pancreatic cancer 
51

. Hence this 

pathway appears crucial in regulating PDAC.  

Notch signaling  

The notch signaling pathway is a highly conserved cell signaling system 

present in mammals and most multicellular organisms. The Notch receptor is a 
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single unit transmembrane receptor protein of 4 different kinds namely Notch 1, 

Notch 2 Notch 3 and Notch 4. Once activated by its membrane bound ligand, 

intracellular domain of the receptor is cleaved proteolytically by γ secretase 
52

. The 

cleaved domain then translocates to the nucleus and directs gene expression for a 

host of cellular events that include proliferation, differentiation, cell fate 

determination, adhesion, EMT, angiogenesis and apoptosis. Notch pathway is up 

regulated in pancreatic cancer particularly in pancreatic cancer precursor lesions 

53
. GSI-18, a γ secretase inhibitor, is currently in phase 1 of clinical trials for 

treatment of breast cancer with activated Notch signaling 
54

.  

Other important pathways in pancreatic CSC include Wnt/β-catenin. It is 

important for self-renewal of stem cell pools and tissue patterning/differentiation. 

Other important players include Pten, telomerase which play a role in regulation 

of stem cell and prognenitor differentiation, and show increased activity in stem 

cell population.  

EMT and CSC: 

Epithelial cells express several adherence and tight junctions along their 

surface that impart polarity. However, in epithelial cancers, certain cues cause 

multiple biochemical changes that enable it to assume a mesenchymal cell 

phenotype, resulting in morphological change, enhanced migratory capacity, 

invasiveness, elevated resistance to apoptosis, and an enhanced potential to 
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produce extracellular matrix components. Such epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) is featured by degradation of underlying epithelial basement 

membrane and development of mesenchymal cells that can migrate away from the 

epithelial layer in which they originated 
55

. 

EMT occurs in three distinct biological scenarios. Type 1 EMT is a 

transient stage and occurs during embryonic development. It ensues as an 

evolutionary requisite for proper implantation, embryogenesis, and organ 

development. These processes are essential for the progression into a functional 

organism. Type 2 EMT is associated with tissue regeneration, fibrosis, and is 

dependent on inflammation inducing cues for initiation and maintenance. Type 3 

EMT occurs in the context of tumor growth and cancer progression when cancer 

cells at the invasive front of tumors convert to a mesenchymal phenotype. The 

induction of type 3 EMT is triggered by transcriptional reprogramming of cancer 

cells, which generate mesenchymal phenotype 
56

. Mesenchymal cells are highly 

invasive and possess migratory capacity that enables them to traffic into the blood 

stream and spread systemically to other organs. Given the extent of similarity 

between CSC and embryonic stem cells, type 1 and type 3 EMTs could have 

interplay in CSC. This population could adopt one or more of the above strategies 

to execute organized tumorigenesis, metastasis and development of drug resistant 

phenotype. Wellner et al have shown that in pancreatic cancer ZEB 1 promoter 

activity is important for suppression of E Cadherin expression as well as 
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maintenance of self renewal in CSC 
57

. ZEB1 represses expression of elements of 

miR 200 family, members of which suppress stem cell factors Sox2, Klf4 and 

polycomb protein BMI-1. ZEB1 inhibition caused EMT reversion and increased 

sensitivity to chemotherapeutic agents like gemcitabine. Thus there exists 

evidence that EMT could be closely knit with the CSC phenotype 
55

, 
56

, 
57

. 

Mesenchymal-like tumor cells gain migratory capacity at the expense of 

proliferative potential. Like normal EMT, pathological EMT in tumor cells results 

from a transcriptional reprogramming of the tumor cell promoted by several 

signaling pathways driven, in part, through abnormal survival signals via receptors 

such as PDGFR, FGFR, cMET, TGFβR, IGF-1R; and regulatory kinases such as 

PI3K, AKT and mTOR. Cellular changes resulting in a more mesenchymal-like 

state driven by pathological EMT in cancer are thought to play a major role in 

disease progression has been associated with poor prognosis 
58

. 

Therapeutic resistance in CSC phenotype: 

CSC have been known to possess inherent resistance to chemotherapy and 

radiation. Shah et al and Du et al have independently reported that pancreatic 

cancer cells when exposed to chemotherapy express significantly higher levels 

CD24 and CD133 than untreated cells 
42

, 
59

. With increased expression of stem 

cell markers, chemoradiation-resistant cancer cells also expressed antiapoptotic 

protein Bcl-2, and apoptosis inhibitory protein survivin which are consistent with 

EMT and drug resistant profile. Such CSC featured cells also expressed higher 
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levels of membrane transport proteins such as BCRP1 (ABCG2 gene coding 

protein), anti apoptotic family genes, as well as lower expression of proapoptotic 

genes as compared to  mature tumor cells 
60

. Many postulates have been made to 

explain chemoresistance in CSC.  In general, tumor cells are known to acquire 

resistance to chemotherapy by a variety of mechanisms such as drug inactivation, 

mutation or over expression of drug target and elimination of the drug from the 

cell by efflux transporters. Interestingly, tumors that recur after an initial response 

to chemotherapy are multidrug resistant. Evidence suggests that one or more cells 

in the tumor population acquire genetic changes that confer drug resistance. Based 

on these observations it is hypothesized that CSC are naturally resistant to 

chemotherapy through their quiescence, ability for DNA repair, and increased 

ABC-transporter expression. The intrinsic resistance model explains that both 

CSC and variably differentiated cells are inherently drug resistant and hence are 

resilient to chemotherapy. These characteristics in turn give rise to abnormal 

progenitors and promote tumor growth. Another notion purports that drug-resistant 

variants of the tumor stems cells or its close descendants produce a population of 

multidrug-resistant tumor cells, which may be involved in cancer recurrence 

following a period of remission 
60

.  It has been hypothesize that EMT induced by 

resistance to chemoradiation therapy in pancreatic cancer cells may promote 

generation of pancreatic CSC with invasiveness, tumorigenicity and enhanced 
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resistance to chemotherapy. This postulate could also provide an explanation for 

the observed enrichment of CSC after exposure to therapy 
59

. 

Based on the known information about CSC, it is apparent that CSC share 

many properties with normal adult stem cells. From a therapeutic point of view, it 

is imperative to explore crucial properties that are unique to CSC and their 

microenvironment.  Players in drug resistance such as efflux transporters and 

MDRs warrant further investigation for effective drug design. The success of 

pancreatic cancer therapy however appears to vest in a multipronged approach 

targeting vital signaling pathways that regulate self renewal, differentiation and 

drug resistance in CSC.  
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Fig 1.1: Fundamental Features of Cancer Stem Cells  

 

This scheme represents important cellular characteristics of CSC that are responsible for 

resistance to radiation and antiproliferative chemotherapy. CSC originally located in 

niche are shielded from chemotherapeutic agents. Some dormant CSC may sporadically 

become activated and exit their niche. Such activated CSC self renew and undergo 

symmetric/asymmetric division to generate more CSC, progenitors and more 

differentiated cells that comprise the bulk of tumor mass. A small population of 

functional CSC is, therefore, spared and able to re-grow the tumor immediately or after a 

long latency period. A subset of CSC that escape initial eradication treatment may also 

acquire additional mutations, resulting in a more aggressive, less differentiated tumor 

with metastasis seeding in distant niches worsening the disease 
61

. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Implications of RON Receptor Tyrosine Kinase as a Target in 

Pancreatic Cancer Stem Cells 
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Introduction: 

CSC have emerged as major deterrents in clinical success of chemotherapy. 

Elimination of CSC could thus improve long term cancer management outcomes. 

The biggest challenge however is the identification of relevant targets to eliminate 

CSC together with terminally differentiated cancer cells. In tumor biology, 

anomalous activation of receptor tyrosine kinases is a hallmark 
62

. Such 

perturbations lead to abnormal cell growth, enhanced metastatic potential, 

transformed phenotype enabling tissue invasion, apoptotic resistance and 

neoplastic progression 
63

, 
64

, 
65

.  Some tumors even become physiologically 

dependent for their maintenance on the uninterrupted activity of a single mutated 

oncogene. In such tumors, it is often sufficient to block the activity of a particular 

RTK in order to induce apoptosis, selective growth arrest and/or differentiation of 

the malignant cells. This phenomenon is called ‘oncogene addiction’ and provides 

an important facet to the rationale for receptor targeted therapy 
57

. We and others 

have shown that targeting cell surface receptor moieties of CSC is a competent 

approach for their elimination. One such potential RTK for therapeutic targeting of 

CSC is RON 
66

. 
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RON:  

Structure and biology of RON 

The recepteur d’origine nantais (RON) receptor tyrosine kinase is a 

member of the MET family of RTK. Human RON is located on the chromosomal 

locus 3p21 and its c-DNA was first identified and cloned from foreskin 

keratinocytes. RON gene contains 20 exons and 19 introns and its murine 

homolog is known as stem cell derived tyrosine kinase (STK) 
67

, 
68

. It is a 1400 

amino acid protein that structurally comprises of an extracellular domain which 

includes a N terminal semaphoring (sema), plexin semaphor integrin (PSI) domain 

and four immunoglobulin like plexin transcription (IPT) domains (10) as shown in 

fig 2.1. It is initially synthesized as a single-chain precursor namely pro-RON. It 

then matures in the cell membrane forming a 180-kDa heterodimeric protein 

composed of a 40 kDa α-chain and a 150 kDa transmembrane β-chain, which 

contains the C terminal responsible for intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity 
69

, 
70

.   
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Fig 2.1: Schematic representation of the structure of human RON, and 

potential signaling inhibition strategies: Mature RON is composed of an extracellular 

α-chain and a transmembrane β-chain with intrinsic tyrosine kinase (TK) activity. The 

extracellular sequence of RON contains functional domains such as sema, PSI and 4 

immunoglobulin-like plexin transcription (IPT) units. MSP binding to RON results in 

auto-phosphorylation of tyrosine residues 1238 and 1239 in the catalytic site of kinase 

activation loop. Interaction with signal transducers causes phosphorylation of C-terminal 

Y1353 and Y1360 that result in the formation of docking site. These activities stimulate 

intracellular signaling cascades and lead to increased cellular activities. Different 

strategies using various candidate therapeutic agents have been applied to block RON 

signaling pathways 
71

. 
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RON Ligand: Macrophage Stimulating Protein (MSP) 

The only known endogenous ligand for RON is macrophage stimulating 

protein (MSP). It is an 80 kDa serum-derived protein that belongs to the 

plasminogen-related growth factor family. MSP structure includes a putative 

signal peptide, a pre-activation segment, four kringle domains, and a serine-

protease-like domain with the substitution of three amino acids in the active sites. 

Between the 4th kringle domain region and the serine-protease like domain exists 

an amino acid sequence (Arg483-Val-Val-Gly-Gly) that serves as the cleavage site 

on pro-MSP. MSP is also originally synthesized as a single-chain precursor (pro-

MSP) which is proteolytically cleaved to form a two-chain mature MSP (52kDa α 

chain and 30kDa β chain). MSP is continuously synthesized and circulated in 

blood as biologically inactive pro-MSP at an optimal concentration of 2 to 

5nmol/L. Gene knockout studies indicate that inactivation of the MSP gene in 

mice is not lethal. Hence MSP is not imperative for embryonic development and 

growth as compared to its target receptor 
69

,
70

.  

Biological Roles of RON  

In normal epithelial cells, RON expression is at low to moderate levels and 

this receptor plays a role in the modulation of inflammation. Functionally, RON 

expression is necessary for embryonic development since inactivation of RON 

leads to lethality in mouse embryos. RON expression is highly altered in several 

epithelial tumors such as breast, colon, lung, bladder, thyroid, and pancreatic 
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cancers. Such altered RON expression may encompass generation of various RON 

variants by molecular events such as truncation, insertion, or deletion 
72

,
73

,
74

. Till 

date six RON variants have been identified in epithelial cancer cells. The three 

major mechanisms involved in production of these variants are — alternative pre-

mRNA splicing, protein truncation, and alternative transcription. Majority of RON 

variants such as RON 165, RON 160, RON 155 and RON 55 are constitutively 

active owing to changes in RON nucleotide sequence causing receptor 

autoactivation. RON 160 is expressed on the cell membrane whereas RON 165 

and RON 155 are cytoplasmic. RON 55 lacks most of the extracellular domain and 

is incapable of ligand binding. The variant RON 170, expressed on the cell 

surface, however, has inactive RON kinase activity. Cells expressing 

constitutively active RON variants show greater scatter activity, focus formation, 

anchorage-independent growth, and tumor formation in nude mice as compared to 

cells expressing wild type RON 
72

, 
73

. Pathologic investigations reveal that RON 

overexpression holds prognostic value and has been correlated with disease 

progression as well as shortened survival rates in breast and colon cancers 
75

, 
76

.  

MSP binding to RON results in auto-phosphorylation of tyrosine residues 1238 

and 1239 in the catalytic site of kinase activation loop. The carboxyl-terminal domain 

of wild type RON has two tyrosine residues (Y1353 and Y1360), which are 

conserved residues in the Met family and act as multifunctional docking sites. On 

activation, they bind to a number of signal transducers such as PLC-γ, Shc, 
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Grb2/Sos complex, PI3-kinase and tyrosine kinases such as Src and FAK 
77

. RON 

turnover is mainly regulated by intracellular ubiquitylation machinery.  In normal 

epithelial cells, RON physically forms a protein-protein complex with the E3 

ligase c-Cbl. It is further processed by proteasomal activity involving the 

chaperones Hsp90/Hsc70 and the U-box ubiquitin ligase CHIP. Generally, once 

activated, RON is internalized and is channeled to protein degradation pathways. 

However, such regulation is defunct in cancerous cells. RON variants in cancer are 

highly resistant to endocytosis and ubiquitylation 
78

, 
79

. Hence such changes 

amount to abnormal accumulation and activation of RON in cancer cells. Such 

aberrant activation of RON leads to oncogenic events as depicted in Fig 2.2. 

 

Fig 2.2: RON mediated downstream oncogenic signaling pathways and their effect in 

cancer cells  
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RON in Pancreatic Cancer 

Immunohistochemical analyses reveal RON expression in about 96% of 

human pancreatic cancer specimens. As compared to matched nonmalignant 

pancreatic ductal tissue, RON was significantly overexpressed in cancerous tissue.  

RON expression was higher (93% cases) in neoplastic epithelium than 

nonmalignant ductal tissue. Staining patterns indicate membrane as well as 

cytoplasmic presence of RON which possibly hints to the presence of intracellular 

splice variant or lysosomal localisation. Notably, RON expression followed a 

progressive pattern that increased in intraepithelial neoplasia and intensified with 

invasive and, metastatic cancer suggestive of a critical role RON may play in 

cancer progression 
80

.             

We and others have shown that MSP induced activation of RON causes a 

significant increase in migration and invasion in pancreatic cancer cells. This 

activation directs a cellular program featured by loss of membrane-bound E-

cadherin, morphological changes, cell spreading, and invasive growth which 

resembles EMT. EMT is a distinct event that occurs during embryonic 

development as well as during tumor progression towards metastasis. These 

observations, in conjunction with increasing expression during cancer progression, 

are suggestive of an involvement of RON in aggressiveness of pancreatic cancer 

beginning from early stages. RON signaling activates oncogenic pathways such as 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt, 
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and nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) pathways 
80

, 
81

, 
82

, 
42

. When RON was stimulated 

with MSP it resulted in a concomitant increase in phosphorylated levels of Erk1/2, 

Akt and, nuclear translocation of NF-κB. However, RON mediated signaling did 

not enhance proliferation but was found to increase apoptotic resistance in 

pancreatic cancer. Such increase in apoptotic resistance is attributed to the 

activation of MAPK and PI3K/Akt. KRAS, one of the earliest known genetic 

lesions, also activates both PI3K/Akt and MAPK pathway. In line with these 

observations, Thomas et al have postulated that some regulators of RON activation 

may be downstream of KRAS. Inhibition of RON using anti-RON mAb caused a 

significant reduction in RON mediated oncogenic events.  We observed that mAb 

Zt/g4 treatment caused diminished RON expression and reduced activation of 

Erk1/2 and Akt (preceded by a transient activation of RON and its downstream 

signaling mediators). mAb treatment also resulted in inhibited MSP-induced  

migration and invasion of cancer cells in vitro. In vivo analyses reveal an 

inhibition of about 40% of tumor growth in orthotopic mouse model and about 

60% tumor growth inhibition in subcutaneous model of pancreatic cancer. RON 

mAb mediated inhibition of downstream signaling mediators such as pERK (that 

mediates pathways related to invasion, migration, cell growth, and survival) may 

provide a rationale for the mechanism of mAb action. Silencing RON expression 

promotes PDAC cell apoptotic death and increases gemcitabine sensitivity in 

cultured pancreatic cancer cells 
80

,
81

,
82

. 
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Thus aberrant RON expression amounts to numerous cellular events, which 

provide the molecular basis for targeting RON. Our studies and other published 

reports suggest development of RON targeted therapeutics as a promising strategy 

for cancer therapy 
82

, 
66

, 
83

, 
84

.  

Anti-RON therapeutic strategies: 

Among the therapeutics developed, monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and 

small-molecule inhibitors (SMIs) have emerged as leading candidates. The 

modality of action of these therapeutic candidates is very specific and occurs via 

disruption of tumor dependency on RON signals. Different strategies using 

various candidate therapeutic agents have been applied to block RON signaling 

pathways as shown in fig 2.1
71

. 

The main mechanism of action of anti-cancer mAbs entails immune 

responses such as complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC), complement-

dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (CDCC), and antibody-dependent cellular 

cytotoxicity (ADCC) 
85

. Prevention of ligand mediated receptor activation, and 

receptor degradation or internalization are other major mechanisms of action of 

therapeutic mAbs. Anti-RON mAbs such as IMC-41A10, a fully human IgG1 

mAb (Imclone Inc) 
84

 and Zt/f2, a mouse IgG2a mAb (from our laboratory) 
86

 are 

in the preclinical stage of investigation. IMC-41A10 binds the receptor and 

prevents MSP interaction with RON. In colon, breast and pancreatic xenograft 

tumor models, IMC-41A40 inhibits tumor growth by 50%–60% as a single agent. 
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Zt/f2 down-regulates RON expression and inhibits ligand-induced 

phosphorylation. Both mAbs inhibit tumor growth in mice by inhibition of RON 

activation and its downstream signaling pathways. Therapeutic efficacy has also 

been observed with dual c-MET/RON specific inhibitor such as Compound I. 

Compound I by Amgen® was reported to prevent c-MET and RON induced 

tumorigenesis in pancreatic and colon cancer cell lines and in in vivo tumor 

models indicating its potential for further development as a therapeutic agent 
87

.  

RON has received considerable attention as a therapeutic target for cancer due 

to the following features: 

i. RON expression is deregulated in cancer and acts as a prognostic factor for 

disease progression 

ii. RON regulates cellular circuitry that leads to tumorigenic and malignant 

events such as invasion, proliferation, EMT, inhibition of apoptosis, and 

drug resistance 

iii. RON activation leads to tumor formation in  in vivo models 

iv. Tumorigenic activities mediated by RON are abrogated by SMI or 

monoclonal antibody treatment 

v. Treatment  with SMI or mAb causes tumor inhibition in vivo  

To better understanding reasons for treatment limitations/ shortcomings of 

PDAC, it is important to address crucial oncogenic aberrations. With improved 
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understanding of cancer stem cell theory, increasing evidence indicates that 

malignancy of PDAC is sustained by CSC. Investigations of tumors from diverse 

origins also demonstrate that standard chemotherapeutic regimens often positively 

select for CSC. Certain signaling pathways are vital for the sustenance of CSC and 

blocking such pathways may prove beneficial for curbing their progression. Many 

studies have been made to this effect which include inhibition of NF-κB pathway 

by chemo preventive agent sulforaphane 
88

, telomerase inhibition by imetelstat 
89

,  

inhibition of sonic hedgehog by cyclopamine/CUR199691 , blockade of mTOR 

activity by rapamycin
 51

, and activation of cell membrane associated death receptor 

by a specific antibody. Studies mentioned above suggest carcinogenesis may be 

initiated by expansion of stem cell pools which provide targets for further 

tumorigenic events. However, further investigations are warranted to test this 

possibility. RTKs have been reported to increase the cancer stem cell compartment 

driving tumorigenesis, invasion, and metastasis. Table 2.1 describes the status and 

role of various RTK in regulating CSC phenotype. 
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Table: 2.1 Various RTK and their role in Pancreatic CSC 

Receptor Role in CSC function Mechanism of activity mAb or SMI 

used 

Ref 

 

EGFR 

 

1) Role in survival 

and chemoresistance 

of CSC in PDAC  

 

 

2)Replicative 

immortality in CSC 

PDAC 

 

 

 

1)Progranulin mediated activation of 

growth and survival signaling involving 

phosphorylation of EGFR, MEK1 and 

upregulation of total Akt 

 

2)PDAC patient samples show high 

correlation between TERT and EGFR 

expression, corresponding to high 

stemness gene signature.  ID and 

TERT-knockdown in glioma stem cells 

led to reduced EGFR expression and 

cancer stemness, tumor forming ability 

and anticancer drug resistance  

 

 

 

 

Trastuzumab 

 

 

 

 

Imtelstat 

 

 

 
90 

 

 

 
89, 

91,  
92,93

, 94, 
95 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c-Kit 

Stem 

Cell 

Factor 

Receptor 

 

Links proliferative 
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c-Met 

 

Identified as a 

stem/progenitor 

marker in PDAC 

 

3)Higher c-Met expression with 

constitutive phosphorylation in CD 

133
+ 

and  higher levels of self renewal 

markers such as Nestin and Sox2. 

4)CSC population had upregulated c-

Met, E cadherin and β-catenin with 

increased phosphorylation of Akt and c-

Met. 5)Functional blockade of these 

molecules by shRNA significantly 

reduced cell migration, mRNA levels of 

EMT factors Snail and Twist in 

mammosphere cells. 6)Functional 

blockade caused reduced migration, 

EMT and, dramatic delay in tumor 

outgrowth  

 

To analyze the pattern and significance of RTK expression in CSC we 

developed an in vitro CSC model from the human pancreatic cancer line L3.6pl. 

Our studies revealed minimal expression of MET and VEGFR but comparatively 

more EGFR expression in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Interestingly, this population had higher 

levels of RON expression with an active signaling machinery. Also, RON 

expressing CSC were observed to have very high tumorigenic potential in vivo 
66

. 

Studies from lung and mammary tumors have shown RON overexpression as an 

instrumental factor in initiation of tumor formation 
103

,
104

. RON may thus play 

such a role in PDAC from the CSC stage. 

Further, we also performed an analysis of RON expression profile in fetal and 

cancerous pancreatic tissue. Of the 14 fetal pancreatic samples tested, all samples 

positively immunostained for RON expression. Moreover, RON expression is 
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restricted to and highly expressed in stem-like progenitor cells visible as cell 

clusters (immature islet cells). In contrast, immunoreactive RON was barely 

detected in primitive ducts as well as ductular epithelial cells, which are often 

associated with mature islet clusters. These observations provide an excellent hint 

for the potential involvement of RON signaling in stem cell phenotype (our 

unpublished results). 

This thesis intends to explore the therapeutic outcomes of RON mediated drug 

delivery to pancreatic CSC. Our goal is to demonstrate an important proof-of-

principle for RTK-mediated targeting strategy for eliminating CSC of PDAC. 

Using human PDAC L3.6pl cells as our model, CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+
 pancreatic 

CSC were isolated and characterized through various biochemical and biological 

methods. Among several RTKs analyzed, RON expression was found to be 

sustained by CD24+CD44+ESA+ pancreatic CSC, which provides the cellular 

basis for antibody-directed drug delivery. To target RON in CSC
+24/44/ESA,

 Zt/c9 

(anti-RON mAb) conjugated doxorubicin immunoliposomes (Zt/c9-Dox-IL) were 

prepared. Binding of Zt/c9-Dox IL to CSC causes RON internalization, which 

enables uptake of the liposomal doxorubicin formulation via active targeting. 

Hence we aim to achieve enhanced cytotoxicity to CSC via RON mediated drug 

delivery. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pancreatic cancer is regarded as a highly lethal, malignant disease with 

worst known prognosis and mortality rate. One of the most distinct features of 

pancreatic cancer is early systemic dissemination and local tumor invasion. 

Traditional theories of cancer consider every cancer cell equal in terms of 

tumorigenic and proliferative potential. However, several studies with various 

forms of cancer have indicated the existence of marked heterogeneity within a 

tumor. The cancer stem cell model posits that growth and progression of many 

cancers is driven by a small subpopulation of cells known as CSC.  Evidence has 

widely supported the existence of CSC as a population having high proliferative 

potential with a distinct genetic and epigenetic profile that distinguishes it from 

more differentiated cancer cells 
10, 105

. 

To closely study the properties of CSC it is essential that accurate 

identification and isolation of this putative population is done. Till date, magnetic 

or fluorescence activated sorting based on surface marker expression are the most 

accepted methods for procuring this cell population. Li et al identified a 

population of highly tumorigenic cells from human pancreatic adenocarcinoma. 

Based on the evidence from breast cancer models, they chose the markers CD24, 

CD 44 and ESA and tested the tumorigenic potential of cells that expressed these 3 

markers.  From the sorted cells with different combinations of surface markers 

(example CD44, CD24 or ESA alone, CD44
+
CD24

+
, CD44

+
ESA

+
, CD24

+
ESA

+
, 
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CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+
) the tumorigenic potential of each of these subsets was tested. 

Results from xenograft studies indicated that CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+ 
had highest 

tumorigenic potential as compared to triple negative cells. According to their 

studies the triple positive population formed only 0.2-0.8 % of the total tumor 

mass but possessed high self renewal potential and produced differentiated 

progeny resembling original patient tumor in vivo.  Hence in terms of cell surface 

marker based identification, Li et al observed CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+ 
to posses stem 

like properties 
16

. Similar studies from Hermann et al revealed CD133
+ 

cells from 

pancreatic cancer cell line L3.6pl had enhanced proliferative potential and other 

crucial stem like properties 
18

. Reports also indicate a 14% overlap between the 

CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+ 
and CD 133

+
 expressing populations 

18
. Hence it is likely that 

a single set of markers may not be an exclusive identification parameter for 

pancreatic CSC.  

  In normal stem cells and CSC several developmental signaling molecules 

are instrumental in maintenance of self renewal and stem like phenotype. These 

signaling molecules include notch, hedgehog, Wnt, PTEN, and polycomb family 

member Bmi-1 
106

, 
107

 In addition to Bmi-1, aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH)-1α 

has been used to validate pancreatic CSC 
16

,
18

. In order to study pancreatic CSC 

biology, we isolated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 by a two step procedure. The procured 

population was then tested for important stem cell characteristics.  Along with self 

renewal properties such as drug resistance and EMT 
18, 108

. 
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Altered expression and activation of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) 

including EGFR, MET, VEGFR, and RON are commonly observed in epithelial 

cancers such as PDAC  
80, 98,

 
109, 110

. The finding that self-renewal in CSC might be 

governed by signaling of the EFGR family strongly suggests a pivotal role of 

RTKs in CSC pathogenesis 
111

. Hence we analyzed the protein expression profile 

of various RTKs in the CSC population. Recently, experimental therapies using 

therapeutic antibodies and small molecule inhibitors have been applied to target 

pancreatic CSC 
108

. Results from preclinical studies show that such agents are 

effective in eliminating pancreatic CSC, resulting in long-term disease control in 

animal models of human PDAC 
108,

 
112

. Hence we intend to develop a CSC model 

to better understand the molecular profile of pancreatic CSC and develop 

molecular targeted therapeutics for improved therapeutic efficacy. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell lines, antibodies, reagents, and drugs: Human pancreatic cancer cell line 

L3.6pl was kindly provided by Dr. G. E. Gallick (University of Texas M.D. 

Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX) 
42

. Panc-1 cells were from ATCC 

(Manassas, VA). Human mature macrophage-stimulating protein (MSP) was 

purified from human plasma by anti-MSP antibody affinity column followed by 

HPLC as previously described. Rabbit IgG antibody (R #5029) specific to human 

RON C-terminal peptide was used as described 
113

. 
 
Rat anti-MET and EGFR IgG 

antibodies were from eBiosicences (San Diego, CA) and Abcam (Cambridge, 
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MA), respectively. Mouse mAb to VEGFR was from BD Biosciences (San Jose, 

CA). Mouse mAbs specific to phospho-tyrosine (clone PY100), Erk1/2, E-

cadherin, vimentin and AKT were from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. (Danvers, 

MA). Rabbit IgG antibodies to transcription factor Bmi-1, ALDH-1α and Slug 

were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc (Santa Cruz, CA). Mouse mAbs to 

CD24 and CD44 were from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA) and mouse mAb to 

human ESA was from eBiosicences (San Diego, CA). Normal mouse IgG and goat 

anti-mouse IgG labeled with FITC were from Jackson Immunoresearch Lab (West 

Grove, PA). Small molecule inhibitors (SMIs) including lapatinib, sunitinib, and 

dasatinib were from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA). Gemcitabine, methotrexate 

and Dox was from Alexis Biochemicals (San Diego, CA).  

Spheroid formation and isolation of pancreatic CSC from L3.6pl cells: We 

used a two-step approach to isolate CD24+CD44+ESA+ triple-positive pancreatic 

CSC. The first step is to generate spheroids as previously described 
18

. Single 

L3.6pl cells were cultured in ultralow adhesion plates in the CSC media 

(MEM/F12 containing B27 supplement, 10 ng/ml bFGF, and 20 ng/ml EGF. At 

day 30, the generated spheroid cells were used to isolate triple positive cells 

expressing CD44
+
, CD24

+
, and ESA

+
 (designated as CSC

+24/44/ESA
) by magnetic 

cell sorting method that sequentially isolates CD24, CD44, and ESA triple positive 

cells using individual antibodies. Cell surface and intracellular markers of 
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CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were then determined by various biochemical and biological 

methods.                 

Cancer signaling protein phosphorylation arrays: Cancer Signaling Phospho 

Antibody Arrays from Full Moon Biosystems (Sunnyvale, CA) were used to 

determine phosphorylation status of L3.6pl and its derived CSC cells according to 

the manufactory’s protocol. The array features 248 highly specific and well-

characterized phospho-specific antibodies that detect various intracellular 

signaling proteins. The non-phospho pairs of the phospho-specific antibodies are 

included in the array to allow comparison based on phosphorylation state. 

Microarray scanning and image analysis were performed by technical service from 

Full Moon Biosystems 
142

. 

Western blotting, immunoprecipitation, and protein phosphorylation assays: 

Western blot analysis was performed as previously described 
72

. Rabbit IgG 

antibody (R#5029) was used to detect RON followed by enhanced 

chemiluminescent reagents (Thermo Scientific, Meridian, IL). To determine RON 

phosphorylation, cells were stimulated with MSP or Zt/c9 for 15 min at 37°C, 

lysed in lysis buffer, and then immunoprecipitated with anti-RON mAb Zt/g4.
 

Phosphorylated RON was detected by Western blotting using mAb PY100. 

Phosphorylation of Erk1/2, AKT and other proteins was determined by Western 

blotting using individual antibodies.             
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MTS assay for cell viability: Sensitivity of L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

 to 

individual chemoagents, SMIs was determined using the MTS assay. Briefly, cells 

(1 x10
4
 cells per well in triplicate in a 96-well plate) were treated with various 

amounts of chemoagents, Zt/c9-Dox-IL, or SMIs. For measuring IC50 of free 

chemoagents and SMIs, cells were treated with drugs for 72 h. Percentages of 

viable cells were defined as treatment group divided by control group, multiplied 

by 100%. Growth inhibition caused by SMIs was determined by comparing 

treatment groups with the control cells defined as 100% of growth to reach the 

percentage of growth inhibition. IC50 values from experimental and control groups 

were calculated as previously described 
66

.
 

CSC in vivo tumorigenic assay: Isolated triple positive CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (500 cells in 

50 μl PBS per site) were subcutaneously injected into the hindflank region of 

athymic nude mice (six mice per group). L3.6pl cells (10,000 cells per injection) 

were used as the control. Mice were monitored for 40 days for tumor growth as 

previously described 
18

.           

Statistical analysis: Experiments were performed at least two or three times with 

samples tested in triplicate. Results were expressed as mean ± S.E.M. All 

statistical analyses were conducted using Prism 3.0 statistical software (GraphPad 

Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Data were analyzed either by Student’s T test or 

by one-way or two-way ANOVA in conjunction with Tukey’s post-hoc test to 
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determine differences among individual groups. Differences were considered 

statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

RESULTS 

CD24
+
CD44

+
ESA

+ 
spheroid cells derived from pancreatic cancer L3.6pl cells 

display stem cell phenotype. Stem cell culture conditions involve the use of ultra 

low attachment culture dishes. Stem cell medium is supplemented with 2% B27, 

EGF (20 ng/ml) and b-FGF (10 ng/ml). Such culture conditions favor the growth 

of cells with high self renewal potential that typically grow as spheroids.  L3.6pl 

cells, which are known to comply with the stem cell model, showed signs of 

survival when subjected to stem cell culture. Over a period of 21 days these cells 

generated spheroids which are a typical characteristic of stem like cells. Flow 

cytometric analyses revealed the spheroid population to express stem cell markers 

CD 24, CD 44 and ESA. Isolation of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 from spheroids was performed 

by a two-step method 
18

, 
51

.   CSC
+24/44/ESA

 also grew as spheres when cultured in 

CSC media (Fig 3.1A). Flow cytometric analysis revealed that more than 97% of 

isolated cells were triple positive for CSC markers of CD24+, CD44+, and ESA+ 

(Fig 3.1B).  

One of the key characteristics of stem cell population is the potential for 

self renewal. As indicated from studies, pancreatic CSC express polycomb family 

protein Bmi-1. Its expression is known to promote stem like state in tumor cells 
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and overexpression of Bmi-1 correlates with therapy failure in many tumor types 

13
 . In CSC

+24/44/ESA
 expression of transcription factor Bmi-1 was detected by 

Western blotting and immunocytochemistry. This marker for self-renewal was 

however not detected in parental L3.6pl cells. Moreover, increased ALDH-1α 

expression, also known as a functional marker for CSC and progenitor cells, was 

detected in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (Fig 3.1C). Both these results are suggestive of an 

enhanced self-renewal potential, a key stemness characteristic, in CSC
+24/44/ESA 

as 

compared to parent L3.6pl cells. 

To profile EMT features, analyses of epithelial protein expression such as 

E-cadherin and mesenchymal proteins like vimentin and Slug were performed by 

Western blotting. Our observations consistently revealed that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 had 

diminished expression of E-Cadherin in contrast with L3.6pl cells which 

abundantly expressed this epithelial protein. Moreoever, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 expressed 

higher quantum of mesenchymal proteins like Vimentin. Expression of 

transcriptional repressor Slug, a regulator of EMT 
114

 , also was increased in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 as compared to parent L3.6pl cells. These observations were 

consistent with CSC isolated from clinical PDAC samples as reported previously 

16
. As observed from these analyses, loss of epithelial characteristics and gain of 

mesenchymal phenotype, a classic feature of EMT is observed in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

(Fig 3.1D) 
115

.  
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 To detect the status of constitutively active signaling pathways, we 

performed antibody array analyses. Antibody array analysis revealed significantly 

higher (>12 fold) constitutive activation of stem cell factor receptor c-Kit in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA 

as observed from Fig 3.1 E. c-Kit, a receptor tyrosine kinase, plays 

an important role in stem and precursor cells in various tissues and is functionally 

involved in maintaining their stemness 
116

, 
117

. Other constitutively active moieties 

include NF-κB, JAK2, and STAT3 pathway. Antibody array analyses provided an 

insight about important signaling and stemness associated pathways (example: c-

Kit, NF-κB) active in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 population. These molecules could thus have 

critical functional involvement in governing the CSC phenotype.  

According to CSC theory, CSC are responsible to give rise to the bulk in a 

tumor population. It can differentiate into different cells in a tumor mass 

depending upon the cues they receive 
10

.  We performed a functional study which 

clearly showed when CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were reintroduced into FBS containing culture 

media; polarized epithelial morphology reappeared with formation of tight 

junctions (Fig. 3.2A). Such appearance was indistinguishable from morphologies 

of parental L3.6pl cells. Fluorescent analysis of CD24, CD44, and ESA in re-

differentiated cells 15 days after regular epithelial culture revealed that 

percentages of CD24+ cells were dramatically reduced. A reduction of CD44+ and 

ESA+ cells also was observed (Fig. 3.2B). Analysis of cellular proteins confirmed 

that epithelial marker E-cadherin reappeared in the differentiated cells, which was 
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accompanied by diminished slug expression (Fig. 3.2C). These phenotypic 

changes also were associated with diminished expression of Bmi-1 in the re-

differentiated cells (Fig. 3.2C). These results suggest that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 have the 

ability to differentiate into epithelial cell phenotype.  

Finally, in vivo studies confirmed that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 caused tumor growth 

when cells (500 cells per site) were injected into athymic nude mice (five positive 

results from six injected mice). In contrast, injection of L3.6pl cells at 10,000 cells 

per site did not form tumors in control mice (six negative results from six injected 

mice). Thus, results from Fig 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 derived 

from L3.6pl cells display stem cell-like phenotype.      

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are less sensitive to therapeutic activities of chemoagents and 

SMIs. CSC have been known to possess inherent resistance to chemotherapy and 

radiation. Also, drug-resistant variants of tumor stems cells or its close 

descendants produce a population of multidrug-resistant tumor cells, which may 

be involved in cancer recurrence following a period of remission 
60

. To obtain 

drug-sensitivity profiles of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 towards various chemoagents we treated 

these cells with cytotoxic agents such as gemcitabine, methotrexate, and 

doxorubicin. Cells were treated with individual drugs for 72 h followed by the 

MTS assay to assess cell viability. As observed from Table 3.1. L3.6pl cells were 

highly sensitive to drug treatment with reduced cell viability. The IC50 value was 

6.0 nM for gemcitabine, 9.0 nM for methotrexate, and 90.0 nM for Dox. In 
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contrast, the IC50 values from CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with the same drugs increased 

greatly, ranging from 94.0 nM for gemcitabine, 210.0 nM for methotrexate, and 

850.0 nM for Dox. These results suggest the extremely low sensitivities of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 towards three chemotherapeutic agents.    

 We also tested the growth-inhibitory effect of lapatinib, dasatinib, and 

sunitinib on CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (Table 3.1). Again, L3.6pl cells were sensitive to the 

inhibitory effect of these SMIs. The IC50 value was 2.0 μM for lapatinib, 0.7 μM 

for dasatinib, and 1.8 μM for sunitinib. In contrast, CSC
+24/44/ESA 

showed reduced 

sensitivity to SMIs with the IC50 values at 28 μM for lapatinib, 5.0 μM for 

dasatinib, and 8.7 μM for sunitinib. Regardless of the mechanisms involved in 

drug sensitivity, results from Table 3.1 indicate that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were insensitive 

to chemoagent-induced effect. Their sensitivity towards SMI-induced growth 

inhibition also was reduced compared to L3.6pl cells.  

Sustained RON expression and activation in L3.6pl-derived CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

Altered RTK expression occurs in PDAC and is a potential therapeutic target 
1
. To 

study the profile of RTK expression in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 we performed 

immunofluorescent cell surface analysis. We determined RON, MET, EGFR, and 

VEGFR expression by CSC
+24/44/ESA

 and L3.6pl cells (Fig. 3.3A). Results 

indicated minimal MET and VEGFR expression by L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

EGFR expression was relatively high in L3.6pl cells but moderately reduced in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. To our surprise, RON expression was sustained in CSC
+24/44/ESA

, 
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although a moderate reduction was observed compared to levels of RON in L3.6pl 

cells. Results from Western blotting of MET, VEGFR, and EGFR expression by 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (data not shown) were consistent with those from immunofluorescent 

analysis. Only a sustained RON expression was detected in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (Fig. 

3.3Ba), and its expression levels were consistent with those from flow cytometric 

analysis.  

RON-mediated signaling events were studied by stimulation of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 with ligand MSP or Zt/c9 (Fig. 3.3 Ba). MSP and Zt/c9 strongly 

induced RON phosphorylation in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Stimulation also caused 

phosphorylation of Erk1/2 and AKT (Fig. 3.3 Bb and 3.3Bc). To verify if RON 

activation exerts any biological effects, RON-mediated proliferation of L3.6pl 

cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was determined by using the MTS assay (Fig. 3.3C). MSP 

slightly increased L3.6pl cell numbers in a time-dependent manner. However, this 

effect was not observed in CSC
+24/44/ESA

, indicating the minimal effect of MSP on 

the growth of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. We then studied whether RON activation decreases 

the drug sensitivity of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Consistent with results shown in Table 3.1, 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

, in comparison with L3.6pl cells, showed reduced sensitivity to 

gemcitabine-induced effect with the IC50 value at about 97 nM (Fig. 3.3D). MSP-

stimulation did not further change the drug sensitivity of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Thus, 

results in Fig. 3.3 indicate that RON is expressed and activated by MSP or Zt/c9. 
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However, such activation was not sufficient to increase proliferation and to 

decrease the drug sensitivity of CSC
+24/44/ESA.  

DISCUSSION 

Cell surface markers that precisely define pancreatic CSC are still 

controversial and are under intensive investigation 
118

, 
119

.  Currently, two sets of 

accepted cell surface CSC markers, CD24+CD44+ESA+ and CD133+CXCR4+, 

are established and used to isolate pancreatic CSC 
16

, 
18

. Although with slight 

variation, both CSC
+24/44/ESA

 and CSC
+CD133/CXCR4 

display very similar functional 

profiles with various stem cell characteristics including tumor-initiating capability, 

self-renewal, ability to produce differentiated progeny, and expression of 

developmental signaling molecules 
16

, 
18

. We believe that different cell surface 

markers may reflect an analogous population of existing pancreatic CSC. Using 

L3.6pl cells as our model we isolated CSC by two-step (spheroid formation and 

magnetic sorting for CD 24, CD 44 and ESA co-expressing cells) isolation 

strategy. We then utilized the obtained CSC
+24/44/ESA

 for drug delivery analysis. 

Notably, CD133 expression by L3.6pl cells is at very low levels (<1% according 

to our flow cytometry analysis). During the process of spheroid formation, levels 

of CD133+ spheroid cells remain low (< 2%, our unpublished data). Analysis of 

isolated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 population also failed to show any increase in the level of 

CD133
+ 

cells. These observations indicate that our stem cell culture method did 

not seem to favor the generation of CD133
+ 

CSC, although some reports have used 
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sorting methods successfully to isolate CD133
+
 CSC from L3.6pl cells 

18
.  

Regardless of the methods used to isolate CSC, results from Fig 3.1 to 3.3 

confirmed that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are capable of forming spheroids when cultured in 

ultralow adhesion plates with CSC media and can re-differentiate into epithelial 

phenotype when cultured in serum-inclusive epithelial culture. Intracellular 

markers, including the transcription factor Bmi-1 and the metabolic enzyme 

ALDH-1α were highly expressed by CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Moreover, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

display EMT-like phenotype with diminished E-cadherin expression and enhanced 

vimentin expression. EMT phenotype is known to constitute malignant behavior 

of CSC  
114-115

. CSC
+24/44/ESA

 also showed reduced sensitivity in response to 

cytotoxic and cytostatic activities of chemoagents and SMIs, respectively. Finally, 

we demonstrated that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 possess tumor-initiating capability in athymic 

nude mice.  As low as 500 CSC
+24/44/ESA

 per injection in mouse model are 

sufficient to cause tumor formation. Thus, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 belong to a distinct 

population of pancreatic CSC.          

To validate RTKs as suitable targeting moieties for drug delivery in 

pancreatic CSC, we first analyzed several RTK expressions in L3.6pl cells and 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. As shown in Fig 3.3A, levels of RTKs such as RON, MET, EGFR, 

and VEGFR varied, indicating that RTKs are differentially expressed in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Clearly, it will be important to determine RTK expression pattern in 

CSC since differential RTK expression could dramatically affect drug efficacy of 
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targeted agents such as specific SMIs or therapeutic monoclonal antibodies. 

Published reports indicate a limited expression pattern of RTK in CSC. With this 

fact in consideration, the interesting finding in this study is the high level and 

sustained expression of RON by CSC
+24/44/ESA

. This observation is confirmed by 

cell surface fluorescent analysis and by Western blot analysis. At present, the 

effect of RON expression on pathogenesis of CSC
+22/44/ESA

 however is largely 

unknown. However, our limited studies as shown in Figs 3.3C and 3.3D indicate 

that MSP does not induce proliferation and change the drug sensitivity in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

, although ligand-induced phosphorylation and activation of RON and 

downstream signaling molecules such as Erk1/2 and AKT were documented. 

Treatment of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 with PHA665752 
120

, a MET/RON dual SMI, also 

failed to inhibit cell growth or cause cell death (our unpublished results), 

suggesting that RON expression and activation are not sufficient to modulate CSC 

phenotype and function. Nevertheless, RON is suitable as a drug delivery carrier 

moiety due to its efficiency in antibody-induced receptor internalization
83

.              

Elimination of CSC through pharmaceutical means is currently under 

intensive investigation 
121

. Pancreatic CSC are highly resistant to conventional 

chemoagents and often are difficult to eliminate 
119, 122

. Consistent with these 

observations, we showed that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are less sensitive to therapeutic 

activities mediated by gemcitabine, methotrexate, and doxorubicin. Such a profile 

indicates that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are naturally resistant to chemotherapy. CSC utilize 
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different mechanisms to bypass chemotherapy induced cytotoxic effect. Recent 

evidence has shown that certain ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, such as 

ABCB1 (MDR1), are highly augmented in pancreatic CSC 
123

, 
21

. Inhibition of 

ABCB1 with the specific blocker verapamil resensitizes the resistant CSC to 

gemcitabine, suggesting that blockade or bypass of ATP-binding transporters 

could result in increased sensitivity of CSC towards chemoagents. Hence we 

intend to explore RON targeted IL drug delivery since bypassing ABC 

transporters could lead to increased cytotoxic activity in CSC 
124

. 
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Fig 3.1 Phenotypes of pancreatic CSC
+24/44/ESA

 isolated from L3.6pl cells: A) L3.6pl cells 

showed typical epithelial morphologies in MEM containing 10% FBS. Spheroids were 

generated from L3.6pl cells by culturing cells in ultralow adhesion plates in CSC media. 

At day 30, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were isolated from spheroid cells by magnetic cell sorting 

method that sequentially isolates CD24, CD44 and ESA triple positive cells using 

individual antibodies. The image of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was taken 48h after isolation. B) 

L3.6pl, spheroid, and CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (0.5 x 10
5
 cells per sample) were incubated at 4°C 

with individual antibodies specific to CD24, CD44 and ESA followed by anti-mouse IgG 

coupled with FITC and normal mouse IgG was used as the control. The percentage of 

CD24+CD44+ESA+ triple-positive cells was more than 97%. Fluorescent intensity was 

determined as previously described.  
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3.1 C) Self renewal potential in CSC
+24/44/ESA

: Cell lysates (50 μg per sample) from 

adherent L3.6pl and cultured CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were subjected to Western blot and 

immunocytochemical analyses to determine self renewal potential.  ALDH-1α and Bmi-1 

expression in stem cells is correlated with self renewal capacity and hence are their 

expression is being tested as markers. a) High levels of ALDH-1α expression in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are suggestive of increased self renewal potential in the sorted population. b 

and c) Analysis of BMI-1 levels in cellular proteins was done using K562 cell lysate as 

the positive control for Western blotting. BMI-1expression analysis revealed significantly 

higher expression in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 in contrast to meager expression in L3.6pl cells. These 

results thus indicate enhanced self renewal potential in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

3.1 Ca) 
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3.1 D) Western blotting was performed to profile EMT features in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

Analyses of epithelial protein expression such as E-cadherin and mesenchymal 

proteins like Vimentin and Slug were performed by. Results revealed abundant 

expression of E-Cadherin in L3.6pl cells however this epithelial protein 

diminished in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Moreover, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 expressed higher quantum of 

mesenchymal proteins like Vimentin. Expression of transcriptional repressor Slug, 

a regulator of EMT, also was increased in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 as compared to parent 

L3.6pl cells. As observed from these analyses, loss epithelial characteristics and 

gain of mesenchymal phenotype, a classic feature of EMT is observed in 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 
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3.1 E) Expression of various phosphorylated signaling molecules in CSC 
+24/44/ESA 

Antibody array analysis revealed significantly higher (>12 fold) constitutive activation of 

stem cell factor receptor c-Kit in CSC
+24/44/ESA 

as compared to L3.6pl cells. Other 

constitutively active pathways include NF-κB, JAK2, and STAT3 pathway. This 

experimental outcome provides an insight to signaling pathways that are constitutively 

active in CSC. These pathways may emerge crucial for maintenance of the CSC 

phenotype and can potentially act as targets for therapeutic intervention. 

 

 

 

 

3.1E 
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3.2 Differentiation of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 under epithelial culture conditions: A) Spheroids of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 when cultured in MEM containing 10% FBS caused reappearance of 

polarized epithelial morphology with formation of tight junctions. Such appearance 

developed by day 15 and was indistinguishable from morphology of parental L3.6pl. 

Hence CSC
+24/44/ESA

 spheroids have the potential to revert to differentiated, epithelial 

morphology under epithelial culture conditions. B) CSC
+24/44/ESA

 from epithelial culture 

were subjected to immunofluorescence analysis. Fluorescence analysis of CD24, CD44, 

and ESA in re-differentiated cells 15 days after regular epithelial culture revealed that 

percentages of CD24+ cells were dramatically reduced. A reduction of CD44+ and ESA+ 

cells as compared to CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was also observed.                                                                              

 

NIgG CD24 CD44 ESA 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 in MEM + 10%FBS 

3.2 A) 

3.2 B) 
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3.2 C) Reversal of EMT phenotype in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 under epithelial culture conditions: 

Protein analyses of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 reintroduced in serum inclusive MEM confirmed 

reappearance of epithelial characteristics. Western blotting showed expression of 

epithelial marker E-cadherin as CSC
+24/44/ESA

 differentiated. Similarly, mesenchymal 

proteins Vimentin and Slug expression declined over the time course of 15 days .These 

phenotypic changes also were associated with diminished self renewal as observed from 

expression status of Bmi-1 in the re-differentiated cells. Thus the results suggest that 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 have the ability to differentiate into epithelial cell phenotype.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 C) 
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3.3A) Individual RTK expression analysis in L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 by 

immunofluorescence analysis: Cells at 0.5 × 10
5
 cells per sample were incubated with 

individual antibodies followed by FITC-coupled second antibody using normal mouse 

IgG as the control. As observed flowcytometrically, MET and VEGFR were 

minimally expressed by L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

. EGFR expression was 

relatively high in L3.6pl cells but moderately reduced in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Markedly, 

RON expression was sustained in CSC
+24/44/ESA

, although a moderate reduction 

was observed compared to levels of RON in L3.6pl cells.  

 

3.3 A) 

NIgG RON MET VEGFR EGFR 
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Fig 3.3B)RON and downstream signalling activation status in CSC
+24/44/ESA

:   a)L3.6pl 

cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (1.5 × 10
6
 cells per sample) were stimulated at 37 °C with 2 nM of 

MSP or Zt/c9 for 15 min. Phosphorylated RON was determined by Western blotting 

using mAb PY100 after immunoprecipitation of RON with anti-RON mAb Zt/g4 from 

cell lysates (100 μg per sample). b) Phosphorylated Erk1/2 and c) AKT were directly 

detected from cell lysates by Western blotting using individual antiphospho-antibodies. 

Membranes were also reprobed with antibodies to RON, Erk1/2, or AKT to verify levels 

of individual protein expression. Levels of actin were used as the loading control for each 

protein. These results suggest active ligand-induced phosphorylation and activation 

of RON and downstream signaling molecules in both RON in L3.6pl cells and 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

.   
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Fig 3.3 C) Effect of RON stimulation on proliferative potential in CSC
+24/44/ESA:

 MSP-

induced cell proliferation was performed by incubating L3.6pl or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (1 × 10
4
 

cells/well in triplicate) in a 96-well plate with 2 nM of MSP for various days and cell 

growth was determined by the MTS assay. Results indicate no significant difference in 

the proliferation rate of MSP stimulated and unstimulated cells. Although RON is 

expressed in CSC and L3.6pl cells, its stimulation does not alter proliferation their 

profile.  
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3.3D) Effect of RON activation on gemcitabine sensitivity in CSC
+24/44/ESA

: MSP-

regulated drug sensitivity of L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was determined by incubating 

cells (0.5 × 10
5
 cells per well in triplicate in a 96-well plate) with or without different 

amounts of gemcitabine for 60 min followed by washing and medium change. Cell 

viability was determined by the MTS assay. Alike proliferation, RON stimulation does 

not seem to affect drug sensitivity of gemcitabine in L3.6pl or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 cells. Hence 

RON may not play a significant role in regulating drug sensitivity in our model.  

 

 

 

 

3.3 D) 
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Table 3.1 Therapeutic activity of chemoagents and small molecule inhibitors (SMIs) 

in viability of L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

* 

Drug 
Biomolecules 

affected 

Effect (IC50 (μM) on Fold 

increa

se
≠
 L3.6pl CSC

+24/44/ESA
 

Chemoagents 

Gemcitabine DNA & 

ribonucleotide 

reductase 

0.006 ± 0.002 0.094 ± .008 15.7 

Methotrexate metabolic enzymes 

DHFR, TS, & 

others   

0.009 ± 0.001 0.21 ± 0.12 23.3 

Doxorubicin Topoisomerase  

II, & DNA  

0.09 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.02 9.4 

Targeted SMIs  

Lapatinib EGFR & Her2 2.0 ± 0.08 28.0 ± 1.1 14.0 

Dasatinib Bcr/abl, Src, c-Kit,  

& Eph kinases   

0.7 ± 0.1 5.00 ± 0.23 7.2 

Sunitinib PDGFr, VEGFR,  

C-Kit, Ret, & Flt3 

1.8  ± 0.024 8.7 ± 0.55 4.8 

*Cells (1 x 10
4
 cells per well in triplicate in a 96-well plate) were treated for 72 h at 37°C 

with various amounts of chemoagents or SMIs. Cell viability was determined by 

percentage of remaining viable cells by MTS assay.  Results from both cytotoxic and 

cytostatic drug treatments indicate reduced sensitivity in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 as compared to 

L3.6pl cells. Hence the analyzed characteristics of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 comply with accepted 

CSC features and follow the stem cells model.    
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Chapter 4 

Preparation and Characterization of Anti-RON Doxorubicin 

Immunoliposomes 
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INTRODUCTION 

The concept of liposomes came to light when Alec Bangham first observed 

phospholipids forming close bilayered structures in aqueous phase 
125

. 

Structurally, liposomes are spherical, and self closed lipid vesicles that are used to 

convey drugs, vaccines, enzymes, hormones or other substances to target cells or 

organs. They are formed by one or more concentric lipid bilayers and contain an 

aqueous phase in the core and between bilayers. In the recent decades, lipid based 

nanomedicines have garnered lot of attention and clinical application. Liposomes 

offer an interesting approach for anticancer drug delivery to tumors and target sites 

via active drug targeting (ligand-mediated delivery and/or stimuli-sensitive 

carriers), and passive drug targeting (enhanced permeability and retention effect) 

to tumors 
126

. The spectrum of liposomal applications has extended to their clinical 

use as diagnostic agents, antifungal drug preparations, drug delivery agents for 

cytotoxic agents, etc. The main limitation with conventional liposomes however, 

is the rapid elimination from blood and capture by the reticuloendothelial system. 

Hence several structural and chemical modifications were introduced to overcome 

these drawbacks. 

Long circulating liposomes: 

Coating conventional liposomes with inert, biocompatible substances such 

as polyethylene glycol (PEG) gave rise to long circulating liposomes. Circulation 
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time of the PEG-derivative containing liposomes depends on the chain length of 

PEG and its constituent lipid concentration. The major advantage of this 

modification is reduced clearance due to reduced recognition by opsonins from the 

reticuloendothelial system.  PEGylation offers steric protection to liposomes, 

exhibits increased bioavailability and follows dose-independent, non saturable, log 

linear kinetics. One such example of a clinically used formulation is Doxil
®
, 

(PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin) approved for the treatment of patients with 

ovarian cancer and Kaposi’s sarcoma
141

. Doxil
® 

has improved drug formulation 

characteristics such as half life to 55 hours and increased circulation time in 

human plasma.  

Recent advances are also focusing on achieving removable PEGylation 

wherein PEG coating gets detached once the liposomes have reached their target 

site. This detachment occurs as a result of reduced local pH or can be achieved by 

the use of modified PEG conjugates 
127

. Small sized liposomes allow preferential 

extravasation in many solid tumors because of vascular abnormalities associated 

with tumor angiogenesis. However, sterically stabilized liposomes do not interact 

directly with tumor cells in vitro or in vivo, and instead release drug for eventual 

diffusion into tumor cells. Hence surface modification of liposomes is done for 

active targeting of liposomes to desired cancer cell population. 
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Immunoliposomes: 

The evolution of plain lipid liposomes to targeted immunoliposomes is 

depicted in fig 4.1. Site specific ligand or antibodies can be attached to liposomes 

to recognize target cells without affecting targeting agent or liposomal integrity. 

Surface attachment of targeting agent is achieved by covalent binding to the 

liposomal surface or by hydrophobic insertion into the liposomal membrane after 

modification with hydrophobic residues such as PEG 
128

. Immunoliposomes with 

controlled properties require the chemical conjugation of mAb, peptides, polymers 

and other molecules to the liposome surface. For optimal selectivity of PEG-

coated liposomes, the targeting ligand/mAb is attached using a PEG spacer arm 

and is post inserted on liposomes. This modification provides flexibility, room for 

ligand binding and reducing steric hindrance for target recognition 
129

, 
130

, 
131

, 
132

, 

133
. 
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Fig: 4.1: Evolution of Liposomal Technology from ‘Plain’ Liposomes to Long 

Circulating Immunoliposomes 

A) Early traditional phospholipids 'plain' liposomes with water soluble drug (a) entrapped 

into the aqueous liposome interior, and water-insoluble drug (b) incorporated into the 

liposomal membrane  B) Antibody-targeted immunoliposome with antibody covalently 

coupled (c) to the reactive phospholipids in the membrane, or hydrophobically anchored 

(d) into the liposomal membrane after preliminary modification with a hydrophobic 

moiety. C) Long-circulating liposome grafted with a protective polymer (e) such as PEG, 

which shields the liposome surface from the interaction with opsonizing proteins (f). D) 

Long-circulating immunoliposome simultaneously bearing both protective polymer and 

antibody, which can be attached to the liposome surface (g) or, preferably, to the distal 

end of the grafted polymeric chain (h reproduced with permission) 
126

 

Park et al have developed anti-HER2 immunoliposomes to merge the 

tumor-targeting properties of mAbs such as trastuzumab with the drug delivery 

properties of sterically stabilized liposomes. mAbs such as Herceptin 

(trastuzumab) are being used clinically and can induce antitumor responses as a 

single agent. However, it is most efficacious when combined with chemotherapy. 

Thus a prudent application of such mAbs is for target recognition. Anti-HER2 

B C D A 
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immunoliposomes efficiently bind to and internalize in HER2-overexpressing 

cells, enabling intracellular drug delivery 
134

. These ILs are currently in the 

preclinical stage of development. 

In this thesis we intend to develop anti-RON IL. The cytotoxic agent 

incorporated is anthracycline antibiotic doxorubicin. After screening for 

specificity, selectivity and binding characteristics, anti-RON mAb Zt/c9 was 

chosen as the targeting agent. This mAb was produced in our lab by hybridoma 

technology. The formulation was then developed by post insertion of Zt/c9 

micelles on prepared doxorubicin liposomes. The formulation was then tested for 

parameters such as size distribution, drug incorporation efficacy, antibody 

conjugation efficacy and drug release.     

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell lines and Reagents: Various chemicals and phospholipids (PL), including 

cholesterol, hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC), mPEG2000-DSPE, 

Mal-PEG2000-DSPE and rhodamine phosphatidylethanolamine (RD-PE), were 

from AvantiPolar Lipid (Birmingham, AL). Doxorubicin (Dox) was from Alexis 

Biochemicals (San Diego, CA). Pegylated-liposomal doxorubicin (PLD) was from 

Ortho Biotech Products LP (Horsham, PA). Protein G Sepharose was from GE 

Healthcare 
113

. Traut’s reagent and 2-mercaptoethanolamine was from Fisher 

scientific 
129

, 
131

, 
133

. 
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Determination of binding properties of mAb Zt/c9 to RON: Flow cytometric 

analysis to confirm the binding affinity of mAb Zt/c9 to RON using pancreatic 

cancer cell lines L3.6pl, Panc 0327, Bxpc3 and Panc1 was done. Cells were 

incubated with mAb Zt/c9 and control normal mouse IgG at 4°C for 45 min 

followed by 30 min incubation with FITC labeled secondary antibody. Cells were 

finally washed and were analysed flow cytometrically using Becton Dickinson 

FACS scan equipped with Cell Quest software 
135

.         

Receptor Internalization Studies using mAb Zt/c9: Cancer cells were treated 

with mAb Zt/c9 at 4 ºC and 37ºC for 60 min time interval, after which cells were 

immediately acid washed for 5 minutes with 150Mm NaCl,-HCl, pH 2.5 to 

remove any uninternalized mAb from receptors’ surface. Cells without acidic 

wash served as the control. In a set of control samples, cells were treated with 10 

μg/ml of endocytic inhibitor cytochalasin B (Cc-B) to verify inhibition of receptor 

internalization occurs. Cell surface fluorescent intensities were measured and 

determined by BD FACScan , 
83, 135

. 

Preparation of Pegylated Doxorubicin Liposomes: Liposomes were prepared by 

a lipid film hydration-extrusion method as small unilamellar vesicles (100 ± 10 

nm) containing hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine and cholesterol 
132

, 
133

. The 

liposomes were composed of HSPC: Chol: mPEG2000-DSPE at a molar ratio 

2:1:0.08. Liposomes of this composition have increased rigidity and decreased 

permeability because of the high transition temperature of hydrogenated soy 
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phosphatidylcholine. Briefly, dried lipid films were hydrated at a concentration of 

20-30 mM phospholipid (PL) followed by extrusions to get liposomes in the size 

range of 100±10 nm. For preparation of doxorubicin loaded liposomes the lipid 

film was hydrated in 250 mM ammonium sulfate at pH 5.5 
136

. External buffer of 

the liposomes was exchanged with 123 mM sodium citrate pH 5.5 using PD-10 

columns. Doxorubicin loading was done by ammonium sulfate gradient method by 

incubating with the liposomes at a ratio of 0.2:1 Dox:PL (w/w) 
83, 135-136

. 

Doxorubicin concentration was determined spectrophotometically at 480 nm 
136

 

and phospholipid concentration was measured by Stewart assay 
133

. Particle size 

analysis was done using Nicomp 380 DLS particle size analyzer. 

Preparation of Whole mAb ILs: Preparation of micelles: Mal-PEG2000-DSPE 

and mPEG2000-DSPE were mixed at a molar ratio of 4:1 in chloroform. The 

solvent was evaporated using a rotary evaporator for 1 hr, then overnight under 

vacuum. The lipid mixture was hydrated immediately before coupling at a 

concentration of 10mM in deoxygenated 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, by heating at 

65ºC in water bath with occasional swirling  
132

, 
133

.  

Antibody coupling to micelles: For preparing antibody micelles, a reaction 

between maleimide derivatives and thiols (from mAb), yields thioether bonds 

which react with liposome polymer complex.  mAb Zt/c9 and NIgG were thiolated 

using Traut’s reagent at a ratio 10:1 ratio of Traut’s: IgG. The thiolated IgGs were 
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immediately added to the prepared micelles. Micelles were coupled at a molar 

ratio of 10:1 for Mal-PEG2000-DSPE: IgG
132

, 
133

.  

Transfer of antibodies coupled micelles to liposomes: The formulated antibody 

micelles were filtered through 0.22 μm filter to remove any possible micellar 

aggregates resultant from cross linking. Prepared micelles were then incubated 

with preformed liposomes at a ratio of 120 μg mAb equivalent micelles per μM of 

PL for 1 hr at 60ºC. This reaction was followed by purification of the IgG coupled 

IL from IgG unconjugated PL and free antibody by Sepharose CL-4B column
132

, 

133
. The prepared anti-RON ILs were analyzed densitometrically to determine 

antibody incorporation on liposomes. Different drug equivalent liposomes were 

run through a 10% SDS-PAGE followed by coomassie blue staining of the gel. 

mAb bands obtained on the gel were analyzed densitometrically. 

 Anti-RON-Dox IL Stability Studies: Doxorubicin release from liposomes was 

determined spectrometrically. Briefly, liposomes were incubated at 37ºC in 10% 

FBS. Samples were drawn at different time points and run through PD-10 column 

to separate the liposomes. Doxorubicin concentration in this liposome was 

measured spectrometrically at 480 nm to determine the drug released from the 

liposome 
129, 130, 131, 132. 

RESULTS 

Anti-RON IL were constructed by conjugation of RON-specific mAb to 

sterically stabilized liposomes for developing tumor-targeted drug carriers for drug 
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delivery to RON expressing CSC from PDAC. The following are essential study 

components for formulation and optimization of anti-RON IL.  

mAb Zt/c9 shows competent binding characteristics to RON 

For preparation of anti-RON IL it is crucial that the targeting agent (here anti-

RON mAb) has optimal binding characteristics to the extracellular domain of 

RON. Hence for choosing an appropriate mAb, a panel of anti RON monoclonal 

antibodies to were tested for their binding efficacy to extracellular domain of the 

receptor. As indicated previously, mAbs were incubated with L3.6pl cells for 45 

min at 4°C. The cells were then washed and incubated with FITC conjugated 

secondary goat anti mouse antibody for 30 min at 4 °C. From the binding efficacy 

of all mAbs, Flowcytometric analysis revealed that mAb Zt/c9 (Fig 4A) had 

superior binding characteristics. Anti-RON mAb Zt/g4 was used as positive 

control for this experiment. Hence Zt/c9 was chosen as the targeting agent for 

preparation of anti-RON IL. 

Zt/c9 does not compete with MSP for RON binding 

For optimal targeting characteristics it is important that mAb Zt/c9 does not 

compete with the endogenous ligand for binding to RON. To test the same L3.6pl 

cells were incubated with increasing concentrations of MSP ranging from 1 to 30 

nM. To determine possible competition between Zt/c9 and MSP binding to RON, 

MSP treated cells were incubated with mAb Zt/c9. Flowcytometric analysis from 
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Fig 4B did not indicate any significant difference in RON binding of Zt/c9 when 

treated with MSP as compared to MSP untreated controls. Hence these results 

indicate no significant competition between Zt/c9 and MSP for binding to 

extracellular domain of RON. 

Zt/c9 induces RON internalisation 

To serve as an appropriate drug delivery agent, it is imperative for an antibody to 

induce receptor internalization into the cytoplasm. Hence we tested RON 

internalization inducing capability of Zt/c9 by monitoring intracellular 

fluorescence. Cells were first incubated at 37°C or 4°C with 1 µg of Zt/c9 for 60 

min and then acid washed to remove antibody molecules on the receptor surface. 

Endocytic inhibitor cytochalasin B (Cc-B 10 μg/mL) was used to inhibit 

endocytosis. Although Cc-B completely blocked Zt/c9 induced internalisation, it 

did not affect binding characteristics of the mAb. The RON receptor remaining on 

the cell surface was detected by FITC-labeled Zt/g4 as previously described. 

Results from Fig 4C thus indicate that Zt/c9 was very specific in terms of receptor 

binding and induced significant RON internalisation into the cytoplasm.    
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Preparation and characterization of antibody conjugated doxorubicin 

liposomes: 

Drug loading efficiency in Zt/c9 and NIgG -Dox IL 

The prepared doxorubicin liposomes were analyzed for several physical 

parameters. The amount of doxorubicin incorporated was determined 

spectrophotometrically at 480 nm. The loading of doxorubicin was   202 ± 20 µg 

per mg of phospholipid used, which amounted to 96% loading efficiency. 

Particle size analysis of Zt/c9 and NIgG -Dox IL  

Particle size analysis (using Nicomp 380 DLS analyzer) revealed particle size of 

doxorubicin loaded liposomes to be 105± 3.8 nm. Analyses indicate no drastic 

increase in average particle diameter when antibody micelles were conjugated to 

doxorubicin liposomes to form Zt/c9-Dox IL or NIgG-Dox IL. The average 

particle size of final formulation was 110± 5 nm as observed in Fig 4D 
129, 130, 131, 

132. 

Antibody conjugation efficiency in Zt/c9 and NIgG –Dox IL 

Antibody conjugation in control and RON targeted samples was done by post 

insertion of IgG coupled micelles on preformed dox liposomes. The amount of 

IgG incorporation in both set of IL was done densitometrically by resolving on 

SDS PAGE. As indicated in Fig 4E results were analyzed densitometrically by 
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comparing IL incorporated IgG with antibody controls of known concentration. 

For Zt/c9-Dox IL mAb incorporation was 45 μg Zt/c9/ 200 μg Dox/ mg PL and for 

normal mouse NIgG-Dox IL NIg G concentration was 40 μg NIgG / 200 μg Dox/ 

mg PL was obtained respectively. 

Doxorubicin release studies from Zt/c9-Dox IL and NIgG-Dox IL 

In order to achieve intended drug delivery it is crucial the drug release parameters 

from any given formulation be monitored. To study doxorubicin release from 

Zt/c9-Dox IL and NIgG-Dox IL, we studied the drug release profile of the 

formulation under physiologic pH 7.4 in 10% FBS at 37 °C for 24 h. From Fig 4F 

we observed no significant difference in the release profile of the formulations 

Zt/c9-Dox IL and NIgG-Dox IL. At 24 hours about 40 % drug is released from the 

formulation as determined by spectrophotometric estimation at 480 nm 
129, 130, 131, 

132. 

DISCUSSION 

In this chapter we discussed the design strategy, preparation, and 

characterization of RON-targeted IL. Anti-RON Zt/c9-Dox-IL amalgamate the 

tumor-targeting properties of anti-RON mAb Zt/c9 with improved properties of 

long-circulating PEGylated doxorubicin liposomes.  By using a combination of 

polymers and antibody micellar coupling materials it is possible to achieve 

reasonably high Ab densities on liposomal surfaces, while sacrificing very little of 
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the mAb binding properties and characteristics of PEG-liposomes. Physical 

parameter testing indicates Dox-loaded Zt/c9-Dox-IL displayed competent 

formulation characteristics and meet standard requirement. Zt/c9-Dox IL enabled 

prolonged circulation as stable formulation without drug leakage or mAb 

dissociation. Post insertion technique enabled ease of antibody binding and 

provided much needed steric advantage for ease of target binding. With good 

RON specificity and binding affinity, Zt/c9 labeling made possible improved 

binding of IL to cancer cells expressing RON as compared to non targeted IL. 

Prepared IL formulation also displayed good shelf life characteristics at 4ºC. 

When analyzed after a period of 45 days, no significant drug leakage or size 

increase due to fusion was observed. The formulation could thus be stored at 4 ºC 

without causing any major stability concerns. 

Hence we could formulate an anti-RON drug delivery system Zt/c9-Dox IL 

for targeting of cancer cells over expressing RON and achieve enhanced drug 

delivery. This formulation has the potential for better tumor targeting, reduced 

drug toxicity and longer drug molecule stability in circulation.  
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4 A) Binding efficacy of multiple anti-RON mAb to RON extracellular domain 

RON expressing L3.6pl cells (2 × 10
5
 cells per sample) were incubated with 2 nM of 

various anti-RON mAbs at 4°C for 45 min followed by goat-antimouse IgG coupled with 

FITC incubation. Normal mouse IgG was used as the control. Immunofluorescence was 

determined as previously described. Results show that mAb Zt/c9 has the best binding 

affinity to extracellular domain of RON receptor. Similar results were also obtained from 

flowcytometric analysis using other RON expressing cell lines.  
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 4 B) Competition assay between mAb Zt/c9 and MSP for RON binding  

Zt/c9 in competition with MSP in binding to RON was performed by incubating cells at 

4°C with Zt/c9 and different concentrations of MSP ranging from 1-30 nM for 45 min. 

Cells incubated with Zt/c9 alone were used as the positive control. Flowcytometric 

analysis revealed no significant alteration in binding affinity of Zt/c9 in presence of 

varying MSP concentrations. Thus there may exist no competition between Zt/c9 and 

MSP for binding to RON.  
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4 C) mAb Zt/c9 induced RON internalization: 

Internalisation efficacy was determined by incubating cells with Zt/c9 at 37 °C followed 

by washing with acidic buffer to remove cell surface-bound IgG. Endocytic inhibitor Cc-

B (10 μg/mL) was used to inhibit endocytosis. Cells incubated with Zt/c9 at 4 °C were 

used as the control. RON receptor remaining on the cell surface was detected by FITC-

labeled Zt/g4 by flowcytometry as described. Results illustrate that Zt/c9 is capable of 

inducing RON receptor internalisation. Hence this antibody has competent characteristics 

as a targeting and internalising agent and proves a suitable choice for preparation of anti-

RON IL. 

4 C) 
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Plain Doxorubicin Liposomes 

                    

   

Antibody conjugated Doxorubicin Liposomes                      

 

4 D) Particle size analysis of plain doxorubicin liposomes and antibody conjugated 

doxorubicin liposomes: Size distribution using Nicomp 380 DLS analyzer
®
 revealed 

particle size of plain doxorubicin loaded liposomes to be 105± 3.8 nm. Antibody micelle 

conjugation caused a minor size increment in average particle diameter to form Zt/c9-

Dox IL or NIgG-Dox IL. The average particle size of final formulation was 110± 5 nm. 
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4 E) Determination of antibody conjugation efficiency of Zt/c9 and normal mouse NIgG 

to Zt/c9-Dox-IL and NIg-Dox-IL respectively was performed densitometrically. On 

comparison to standards, resultant mAb incorporation in anti-RON IL was 45 μg  Zt/c9/ 

200 μg Dox/ mg PL and for normal mouse NIg-Dox IL, NIgG concentration was 40 μg 

NIgG / 200 μg Dox/ mg PL.  

 

 

 

 

 

4 E) 
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Table 4.1: Characterization of prepared immunoliposomes 

Parameter Unconjugated 

Dox Liposomes 

NIg-Dox- IL Zt/c9 –Dox- IL 

Size (nm) 
105±3.8 108.7± 4 109.5± 3.7 

Doxorubicin 

entrapment (mg/mg 

PPL) 

0.198 ± 0.005 0.198 ± 0.005 0.198 ± 0.005 

Entrapment efficacy 

(%) 

99.1 ± 2.5  99.1± 2.5 99.1± 2.5 

Antibody conjugation 

(µg/mg PPL) 

- 40 ± 2 45 ± 3.5 

Conjugation efficacy 

(%) 

- 66 ± 6 75 ± 5.8 

 

Values for liposomal size, drug entrapment efficiency and antibody conjugation were 

determined using Nicomp particle size analyser
®

, spectrophotometry and densitometry 

respectively. Results indicate no significant difference in size, drug entrapment and 

antibody conjugation efficiency of formulations Zt/c9-Dox-IL and NIgG-Dox-IL.  
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4 F) Doxorubicin release from Zt/c9-Dox-IL and NIg-Dox-IL:  

Doxorubicin release was was estimated spectrophotometrically at 480 nm. Drug release 

profile of the formulation was studied for various times for 24 h under physiologic pH 7.4 

in 10% FBS at 37 °C. Results indicate gradual doxorubicin release over the time period 

reaching a maximum of 40 % drug release over 24 h. Moreover, no significant difference 

in the drug release profile of formulations Zt/c9-Dox IL and NIg-Dox IL was observed.  
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Chapter 5 

Cancer Stem Cell Targeting with Anti-RON Doxorubicin 

Immunoliposomes 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traditional cancer chemotherapy intends to achieve tumor cell elimination 

but is however not specific to cancer alone. It causes unwanted side effects on 

physiologically healthy proliferating cells. With the advancement of research in 

molecular biology and improved perception of cellular circuitry, many potential 

targets for cancer therapy have emerged. Designing therapy targeted towards cell 

surface moieties has received increasing attention in the treatment of several 

malignancies 
137

. Target selection involves the identification of "Achilles' heel", or 

primarily those proteins which orchestrate malignant transformation, proliferation, 

survival and angiogenesis in cancer.  

In CSC biology one of the major features is resistance to therapy. Many 

studies have suggested molecular targeted therapy as a tool to bypass resistance 

and improve therapeutic outcomes in CSC population 
40, 121

. Hence cell surface 

antigens expressed on CSC have received attention for antibody- or ligand-based 

therapeutic approaches 
121

. An ideal target antigen however should be expressed 

on CSC as well as differentiated cells of tumor, thereby maximizing the 

therapeutic output of targeted drug delivery. Immunoconjugate development 

technology attempts to combine the specificity of mAb therapies with use of 

clinically validated cytotoxic agents, thereby merging the superlative 

characteristics of both 
121

.   
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In CSC
+24/44/ESA

, RON expression is sustained hence it is an ideal RTK 

candidate for drug delivery. Another important feature for choice of RON is 

receptor internalization upon activation by ligand-dependent or independent 

pathways 
66

. The unique properties of anti-RON mAb Zt/c9 such as specificity, 

high affinity, and ability to induce receptor internalization make it a promising 

targeting agent for preparation of anti-RON IL.  As described in chapter 4, stealth 

doxorubicin liposomes are used as the therapeutic agent. This formulation thus 

exploits the targeting specificity of Zt/c9 and cytotoxic action of doxorubicin, an 

anthracycline antibiotic enabling active RON mediated drug delivery as shown in 

Fig 5.1.  

       

Fig 5.1: Zt/c9 induced RON Receptor Endocytosis and Subsequent Uptake of Zt/c9-Dox-

IL 
138
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Once Zt/c9 binds RON, receptor endocytosis is arbitrated by recruiting c-

Cbl ubiquitin ligase to phosphorylated sites in the RON intracellular sequences 
79

.  

Upon intracellular uptake of Zt/c9-Dox-IL, doxorubicin interferes with replication 

by intercalating with DNA and causing inhibition of macromolecular biosynthesis. 

This drug also inhibits the action of topoisomerase II (relaxes supercoils in DNA) 

and prevents DNA double helix release by causing physical damage to DNA 

strand
139

, 
140

. Such targeted delivery is efficient in causing increased intracellular 

drug concentration and toxicity. 

In order to enhance cytotoxic effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL, we used a 

combinatorial multikinase inhibition strategy using specific SMIs lapatinib and 

dasatinib. Results indicate that combined inhibition of multiple kinases with RON 

mediated drug delivery has a synergistic effect in causing increased cytotoxicity to 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Immunofluorescent analysis of Zt/c9 binding and RON internalization in 

L3.6pl cells and CSC: Cell surface-binding activities of Zt/c9 and other mAbs 

were determined as previously described 
66,83

.  L3.6pl cells at 1 Χ10
5
 cells/sample

 

were incubated with 2 nM of individual mAbs at 4ºC for 45 min followed by the 

addition of anti-mouse IgG coupled with FITC. Normal mouse IgG was used as 

the control. To determine if Zt/c9 competes with MSP for RON binding, cells 
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were treated with 2 nM of Zt/c9 in the presence or absence of increased amounts 

of MSP. To determine if Zt/c9 induces RON internalization, cells were first 

incubated at 37°C or 4°C with 1 µg of Zt/c9 for 60 min and then washed with an 

acidic buffer (150 mM NaCl, pH 2.5) to eliminate antibodies bound on the cell 

surface.
33

 Cells without acidic wash served as the control. In certain experiments, 

cells were treated with 10 μg/ml of endocytic inhibitor cytochalasin B (Cc-B) to 

verify if inhibition of receptor internalization occurs. Cell surface fluorescent 

intensities were measured and determined by BD FACScan as described 

previously  
66,

 
83

.   

Measurment of cellular uptake of Zt/c9-RD-IL: Three methods were used to 

determine cellular uptake of Zt/c9-directed IL. The first is a confocal microscope-

based method, in which RD is used as the indicator of cellular uptake 
66,

 
83

.
 
 L3.6pl 

cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were treated at 37°C with Zt/c9-RD-IL in the presence or 

absence of excessive free Zt/c9 (2 μg IgG per sample) for 60 min. Cells treated 

with NIg-RD-IL served as the control. After incubation, cells were washed with 

PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution, and then observed under the 

Olympus DSU confocal microscope. The second method uses the uptake of PPL 

by cells as the indicator. In this assay, the fluorescent intensities of RD were 

quantitatively measured and then converted into the amounts of PPL incorporated 

into Zt/c9-RD-IL.
83

 Briefly, cells were incubated with various amounts of Zt/c9-

RD-IL or NIg-RD-IL at 4°C or 37°C for 60 min and then washed with PBS. The 
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fluorescent intensities from cell lysates were measured by a Bio-TeK fluorescent 

microplate reader (excitation at 557 nm and emission at 571 nm, Winooski, VT). 

The uptake was calculated and converted to the amounts of PPL associated with 

cells.
 
The third method directly measured the amounts of cell-associated Dox after 

cells were incubated at 37°C for 60 min with Zt/c9-Dox-IL as previously 

described 
66,

 
83

. NIg-Dox-IL was used as the control. After extensive washing, 

cells were lysed. Fluorescent emission of Dox in cell lysates was measured at 592 

nm using the Bio-Tek fluorescent microplate reader.     

MTS assay for cell viability: Sensitivity of L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

 to 

individual chemoagents, SMIs, and Zt/c9-directed ILs was determined using the 

MTS assay as previously described 
66

, 
83

. Cells (1 x10
4
 cells per well in triplicate 

in a 96-well plate) were treated with various amounts of chemoagents, Zt/c9-Dox-

IL, or SMIs. For measuring IC50 of free chemoagents and SMIs, cells were treated 

with drugs for 72 h. For measuring IC50 of PLD, Zt/c9-Dox-IL and NIg-Dox-IL, 

cells were treated only for 60 min followed by washing. The 60 min treatment is 

necessary to avoid nonspecific interaction of LSs with cell membrane, leading to 

an increase in drug uptake. In all cases, cell viability was determined at 72 h by 

measuring the remaining viable cells. Percentages of viable cells were defined as 

treatment group divided by control group, multiplied by 100%. Growth inhibition 

caused by SMIs was determined by comparing treatment groups with the control 

cells defined as 100% of growth to reach the percentage of growth inhibition. IC50 
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values from experimental and control groups were calculated as previously 

described 
66

. 
 

Statistical analysis: Experiments were performed at least two or three times with 

samples tested in triplicate. Results were expressed as mean ± S.E.M. All 

statistical analyses were conducted using Prism 3.0 statistical software (GraphPad 

Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Data were analyzed either by Student’s T test or 

by one-way or two-way ANOVA in conjunction with Tukey’s post-hoc test to 

determine differences among individual groups. Differences were considered 

statistically significant at p < 0.05.
 

RESULTS 

Zt/c9 effectively induces RON internalization and subsequent Dox-IL uptake 

by CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Sustained expression of RON in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 prompted us to 

determine if it is suitable as a targeting moiety for antibody-directed drug delivery. 

Anti-RON mAb Zt/c9 was selected due to its high specificity and sensitivity to 

RON and no competition with MSP for receptor binding (Fig 5 A). To further 

study RON internalization, we used confocal microscopy to analyze Zt/c9-induced 

RON internalization. RD loaded Zt/c9-IL were prepared (Zt/c9-RD-IL) and used 

as an internalization indication marker. In control samples, incubation of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 with NIg-RD-IL did not show visible fluorescence either on the cell 

surface or in the cytoplasm.  In contrast, high levels of intracellular RD 
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fluorescence were observed in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with Zt/c9-RD-IL (Fig. 5B). In 

control L3.6pl cells, cytoplasmic fluorescence also was seen after addition of 

Zt/c9-RD-IL, but not NIg-RD-IL.  

To study IL uptake in detail, rhodamine from Zt/c9-RD-IL was used as the 

indication marker. L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were treated with different 

amounts of Zt/c9-RD-IL or NIg-RD-IL (adjusted to the levels of PPL) for 1h or 3h 

at 37°C.  We observed a marked increase in the amount of PPL associated with 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with Zt/c9-RD-IL (Fig. 5B). The increased uptake by 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was slightly lower than that of control L3.6pl cells treated with 

Zt/c9-RD-IL. In contrast, no dramatic increase was seen in cells treated with NIg-

RD-IL. These results suggest that Zt/c9-RD-IL uptake was increased through a 

Zt/c9-mediated mechanism.  

To verify the above results, levels of Dox associated with CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

after treatment with NIg-Dox-IL or Zt/c9-Dox-IL were directly measured by 

fluorescence emission of Dox at 592 nm 
130

 . Results in Fig. 5C show that after 

incubation for 1h or 3h, the amount of Dox in Zt/c9-IL treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was 

higher than that of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with NIg-Dox-IL. Similar results were 

also observed when L3.6pl cells were used, which showed a relatively higher 

uptake of Zt/c9-Dox-IL. The amounts of cell-associated Dox in Zt/c9-Dox-IL-

treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were higher than those of PPL shown in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated 

with Zt/c9-RD-IL (Fig. 5C). Thus, as shown by confocal analysis, PPL 
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quantifiation, and Dox measurement, Zt/c9 effectively induced RON 

internalization, which leads to uptake of Dox by CSC
+24/44/ESA

.          

Zt/c9-directed Dox-IL effectively exerts therapeutic activity against 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. The effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL on viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 is shown in 

Fig 5D and Table 5.1. Experiments were performed in which cells were treated 

for only 60 min with different amounts of free Dox, PLD, NIg-Dox-IL, and Zt/c9-

Dox-IL. Such a short period of treatment avoids the increase in drug uptake caused 

by nonspecific interaction of LSs with cell membrane. Under such conditions, IC50 

values were higher than those from cells treated for 72h (Table 3.1 and 5.1).           

The requirement of RON expression for drug delivery mediated reduction 

in cell viability was first examined (Fig 5D and Table 5.1). Panc-1 cells lacking 

RON expression were used as our control. By comparing with L3.6pl cells, Panc-1 

cells showed similar sensitivity towards free Dox with IC50 at 11.0 μM. However, 

the amount of Zt/c9-Dox-IL required for achieving IC50 values differed from Panc-

1 to L3.6pl cells (149.2 μM vs 15.0 μM, respectively). These data suggest that 

RON expression is required for the observed cell viability reduction. Results from 

L3.6pl cells treated with Zt/c9-Dox-IL (IC50: 15.0 μM) also revealed that Zt/c9-

Dox-IL was effective in reducing L3.6pl cell viability in comparison with the IC50 

value from cells treated with free Dox (IC50: 8.0 μM; noting the dramatic IC50 

increase compared to those in Table 3.1). In contrast, a dramatic increase in IC50 

values for both PLD (103 μM) and NIg-Dox-IL (99.0 μM) was required for the 
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reduction of L3.6pl cell viability. We wish to emphasize that Zt/c9-Dox-IL was 

not superior to free Dox and that free Dox was more effective in reducing cell 

viability. Nevertheless, these results suggest that by binding to RON, Zt/c9 

efficiently delivers Dox-IL, causing marked reduction in cell viability after a short 

treatment of 60 min. The effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL on viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was 

interesting. Under similar conditions, the IC50 value for Zt/c9-Dox-IL was reached 

at 95.0 μM. This value was relatively comparable to the IC50 value of 62.0 μM 

derived from free Dox treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

. In contrast, the IC50 values from PLD 

and NIg-Dox-IL treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were not reached even when Dox loaded in 

NIg-IL was used up to 300 μM (Table 5.1). Again, we highlight that although IC50 

values increased under such a short period of treatment, the ratios between the IC50 

from free Dox treated L3.6pl to CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (ratio:1.87) and Zt/c9-Dox-IL-

treated L3.6pl to CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (ratio: 1.53) were comparable at a similar range 

(Table 5.1). Considering the experimental conditions which yield relatively high 

IC50 values from different groups, the data from cells treated with Zt/c9-Dox-IL 

suggest that Zt/c9-Dox-IL is effective in reducing viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

Zt/c9-Dox-IL in combination with small molecule inhibitors displays 

increased therapeutic activities in CSC
+24/44/ESA

: Drug-sensitivity profiles of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 from individual chemoagents and SMIs as shown in Tables 3.1 and 

5.1, and Fig 5 E prompted us to determine if Zt/c9-Dox-IL in combination with 

different SMIs can achieve maximal effect on the viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. To this 
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end, cells were treated with Zt/c9-Dox-IL, individual SMIs or their different 

combinations for 60 min followed by 72 h incubation. As shown in Fig 5 E, 

lapatinib and dasatinib at their IC50 doses, respectively, caused a 50% growth 

inhibition on CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Zt/c9-Dox-IL at the IC50 dose reduced cell viability by 

about 50%. The effect was further increased in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with different 

drug combinations. The percentages of cell number reduction were at 65.8% for 

Zt/c9-Dox-IL + dasatinib, 66.7% for Zt/c9-Dox-IL + lapatinib, and 70.4 for Zt/c9-

Dox-IL + dasatinib + lapatinib. These results suggest that the presence of SMIs 

further increased the effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL on CSC
+24/44/ESA

 viability.                                   

DISCUSSION 

RON is suitable as a drug delivery carrier moiety due to its efficiency in 

antibody-induced receptor internalization. With evidence of diminished RON 

levels on the cell surface followed by Dox uptake Fig 5.1, we demonstrate that the 

RON receptor is engaged in an active internalization process upon Zt/c9 binding, 

which ultimately leads to increased uptake of Dox liposomes by CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

Inhibition of cellular endocytosis by Cc-B completely blocked Zt/c9-induced RON 

internalization. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the amount of available Dox via 

antibody-directed uptake is sufficient to reduce the viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA 

as 

compared to nontargeted liposomal Dox-delivery. In this sense, anti-RON 

antibody-directed Dox-IL delivery is an effective approach, which targets 

pancreatic CSC
 
for enhanced therapeutic activity.              
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Pancreatic CSC are highly resistant to conventional chemoagents and often 

are difficult to destroy 
119

, 
122

 . Consistent with these observations, we showed that 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are less sensitive to therapeutic activities mediated by gemcitabine, 

methotrexate, and Dox. Such a profile indicates that CSC
+24/44/ESA

 are naturally 

resistant to chemotherapy. CSC utilize different mechanisms against chemo-

cytotoxic effect. Recent evidence has shown that certain ATP-binding cassette 

(ABC) transporters, such as ABCB1 (MDR1), are highly augmented in pancreatic 

CSC.
40,41

 Inhibition of ABCB1 with the specific blocker verapamil resensitizes the 

resistant CSC to gemcitabine
 21

, suggesting that blocking or bypassing ATP-

binding transporters could result in increased sensitivity of CSC towards 

chemoagents. The advantage of the targeted IL delivery is known to bypass ABC 

transporters leading to increased cytotoxic activity 
124

. Previous studies have 

demonstrated that antibody-directed IL is highly effective in induction of Dox 

uptake through RON internalization in colon and breast cancer cells 
83

. This study 

provides evidence showing that such an approach is also effective for chemoagent 

delivery to pancreatic CSC. Elimination of CSC through pharmaceutical means is 

also under intensive investigation 
121

. As shown in Fig 5A, Zt/c9-directed uptake 

of ILs by CSC
+24/44/ESA 

was readily detected by confocal observation. 

Quantification of cell-associated PPL also indicates the specific uptake of Zt/c9-

IL. Presence of increased amounts of Dox associated with CSC
+24/44/ESA

 also has 

provided an indirect evidence of Zt/c9-IL uptake.  An analysis of cell viability 
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further demonstrated that Dox uptake is effective in reducing CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

viability. As shown in Table 5.1, the IC50 values from Zt/c9-Dox-IL and free-Dox 

treated CSC
+24/44/ESA 

are at relatively comparable levels. Specifically, the IC50 

value from Zt/c9-Dox-IL treated CSC
+24/44/ESA 

was lower than those from PLD and 

NIg-Dox-IL treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Clearly, specificity of Zt/c9 to RON provides a 

platform that promotes the direct interaction of ILs with CSC
+24/44/ESA

, which leads 

to intracellular Dox uptake and subsequent therapeutic effect.                             

Molecular-targeted approaches using therapeutic antibodies or SMIs 

specific to cell surface receptors and intracellular signaling molecules have 

advanced to various preclinical and clinical stages due to their specificity and 

effectiveness. Moreover, chemoagents in combination with targeted SMIs also 

have emerged as a favorable choice for treatment of malignant cancers including 

PDAC. The rationale for such practices is based mainly on discoveries that various 

signaling pathways are altered in pancreatic CSC. To eliminate pancreatic CSC, 

various signaling molecules and pathways have been targeted. These include the 

inhibition of NF-κB pathway by chemopreventive agent sulforaphane,
 88

 

suppression of telomerase activity by imetelstat,
44

 inhibition of sonic hedgehog by 

cyclopamine/CUR199691,
35

 blockage of mTOR activity by rapamycin,
 51

 and 

activation of cell membrane associated death receptor by a specific antibody 
108

. 

By determining IC50 values of L3.6pl cells and CSC
+24/44/ESA 

in response to 

lapatinib- and dasatinib-induced growth inhibition; we observed that CSC
+24/44/ESA 
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display variable levels of insensitivity towards these three SMIs. Nevertheless, 

growth inhibition was still achieved when individual SMIs were used at 

therapeutic concentrations (Table 3.1). These results suggest that aberrant 

expression and activation of signaling molecules such as EGFR and other tyrosine 

kinases play an important role in regulating tumorigenic phenotypes of 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Considering these facts, it is conceivable that chemotherapeutic 

agents in combination with SMIs could achieve improved efficacy in reducing the 

viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

. As shown in Fig 5E, the reduction in cell numbers 

mediated by Zt-/c9-Dox-IL was greatly increased by combined treatment with 

individual SMIs at IC50 doses. These results demonstrate that a cooperative effect 

exists between SMIs and Zt/c9-Dox-IL, which shows increased therapeutic 

activities against CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Moreover, we demonstrated that Zt/c9-Dox-IL in 

combination with SMIs specific to EGFR or other tyrosine kinases increases 

therapeutic effect on CSC
+24/44/ESA

. These findings provide an important proof-of-

principle for a CSC-targeted, RTK-mediated drug delivery strategy. Thus, Zt/c9-

directed delivery of chemotherapeutics may have the potential to be developed as 

novel therapeutic agents with implications for targeting pancreatic CSC.                  
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5 A) Zt/c9-mediated immunoliposome internalization and subsequent drug uptake: 

Confocal analysis of Zt/c9-induced RD-IL internalization: L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (1 

× 10
4
 cells/slide) were treated with Zt/c9-RD-IL (equivalent to 1 μM PPL) at 37 °C for 60 

min. Free Zt/c9 (2 μg per sample, a 30-fold increase compared to the amount of the 

inserted Zt/c9 in RD-IL) was used for competitive inhibition. Cells treated with NIg-RD-

IL served as the control. RD was used as the fluorescence indicator. After treatment, cells 

were washed and fixed with 4% formaldehyde solution. Intracellular fluorescence was 

determined using the Olympus DSU confocal microscope. Above experiment results 

show significantly increased intracellular uptake of RD-IL via Zt/c9 mediated uptake in 

L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Zt/c9-RD-IL uptake reduced when free Zt/c9 was present in 

the test samples that competed with the formulation for binding to RON. Thus Zt/c9 

seems effective in active induction of RON receptor mediated internalisation and 

subsequent uptake of IL.   

 

 

 

 

 

NIg-RD-IL Zt/c9-RD-IL 
Zt/c9-RD-IL 

+ Free Zt/c9 

 

NIg-RD-IL Zt/c9-RD-IL 

Zt/c9-RD-IL 

+ Free Zt/c9 

L3.6pl CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 

5 A) 
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5 B) Time-dependent internalization of Zt/c9-RD-IL by CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (2 × 10
5
 cells/sample) were incubated with Zt/c9-RD-IL 

(equivalent to 1.0, 15.0, and 30.0 μM PPL) at 37 °C for 1 or 3 h followed by the 

measurement of fluorescence intensities using flow cytometry analysis. Cells treated with 

NIg-RD-IL served as the control. The amount of RD fluorescence was converted to PPL 

as previously described. Spectrophotometric estimation reveals significantly increased 

concentration dependent uptake of Zt/c9-RD-IL in L3.6pl cells or CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

Concentration dependent uptake of Zt/c9-RD-IL also increases with increased treatment 

time from 1 to 3 h. Thus Zt/c9 induced RON directed uptake is very efficient in causing 

increased intracellular liposomal delivery and occurs in a concentration and time 

dependent manner.    

 

 

 

 

5 B) 
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5 C) Zt/c9-mediated immunoliposome internalization by CSC
+24/44/ESA

 and subsequent 

drug uptake 

On incubation for 1h or 3h, the amount of Dox in Zt/c9-IL treated CSC
+24/44/ESA

 was 

higher than that of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 treated with NIg-Dox-IL. Similar results were also 

observed when L3.6pl cells were used, which showed a higher uptake of Zt/c9-Dox-IL 

than control. Thus Zt/c9-Dox-IL causes increased doxorubicin delivery to L3.6pl and 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 C) 

NIg-RD-IL Zt/c9-RD-IL NIg-RD-IL Zt/c9-RD-IL 

37 °C for 1 h  37 °C for 3 h 
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5 D) Increased therapeutic effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL on CSC
+24/44/ESA

 

Cells (1 × 10
4
 cells/well in triplicate in a 96-well plate) were treated for 60 min with 

various amounts of Zt/c9-Dox-IL. Dox, PLD, and NIg-Dox-IL were used as the controls. 

To determine if RON is required for Zt/c9-Dox-IL-mediated effect, Panc-1 cells lacking 

RON expression were used as the control. L3.6pl cells were also used to compare the 

effectiveness of Zt/c9-Dox-IL in reducing CSC
+24/44/ESA

 viability. After washing and 

medium changing, cells were cultured for an additional 72 h, and cell survival was 

determined by the MTS assay. Treatment of CSC
+24/44/ESA

 with Zt/c9-Dox-IL thus causes 

increased therapeutic effect as compared to non targeted formulation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 D) 
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Table 5.1 Therapeutic Effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL in vitro on viability of CSC
+24/44/ESA

* 

 

 

Cell Line 

Tested 

 

 

RON Exp 

by RT-

PCR/WB
**

 

Effect of Dox-containing drugs ( IC50 μM)  

on cell viability 

Free Dox PLD  NIg-Dox-IL Zt/c9-Dox-

IL 

Panc- 1 -/- 11.0 ± 4.0 161.0 ± 23.0 143.0 ± 19.0 149.2 ± 5.9 

L3.6pl +++/+++ 8.0 ± 0.3 103 ± 3.0 99.0 ± 6.0  15.0 ± 3.7 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

 ++/++ 62.0 ± 3.1 >300  >300 95.0 ± 

6.1 

 

*Panc-1, L3.6pl and CSC
+24/44/ESA

 (1 x 10
4
 cells per well) were seeded in a 96-well tissue 

culture plate in triplicate in DMEM+10% FBS, MEM+10% FBS, and serum-free stem cell 

culture media, respectively, and then treated at 37°C with different amounts of individual 

drugs for 60 min followed by washing twice with culture medium. Cells were incubated for 

additional 72 h followed by the MTS assay to determine cell viability. The IC50 values from 

individual groups were calculated as previously described.
33

 Data shown here are from one 

of two experiments with similar results. 

 **RON expression was determined by RT-PCR and Western blot analyses using RON 

cDNA and cDNA-transfected cells as the control. The levels of mRNA expression and 

protein expression was determined as -: negative; ++: moderate positive; and +++: strong 

positive.   
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5 E) Effect of Zt/c9-Dox-IL in combination with SMIs on reduction of CSC
+24/44/ESA 

viability 

Cells (1 × 10
4
 cells/well in triplicate in a 96-well plate) were treated for 60 min with 

individual drugs or their different combinations. Untreated cells were used as the control. 

After washing and medium changing, cells were cultured for additional 72 h followed by 

the MTS assay. Cell numbers were determined as previously described. Results show a 

synergistic effect between RON targeted Zt/c9-Dox-IL and multikinase SMI inhibition. 

Combination treatment thus results in enhanced cytotoxicity to drug resistant 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

.   
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 
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The findings in this study demonstrate antibody-directed RON targeting as 

an effective drug delivery approach for enhanced therapeutic effect on pancreatic 

CSC. To conduct this study, we chose the human pancreatic cancer cell line L3.6pl 

as our model for isolating CSC. At the end of 2 weeks in stem cell culture, about 

10% L3.6pl cells showed signs of survival and grew as spheroids. Flow cytometric 

and immunocytochemical analyses revealed expression of pancreatic CSC 

markers CD 44, ESA, and a significant increase in CD 24 expression (over 6 

fold) in spheroid cells as compared to parent L3.6pl cells. CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 were then 

obtained from the spheroid population by magnetic sorting.  

This isolated population was examined for classical stem cell features. Self-

renewal capacity of CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 was analyzed by testing levels of Bmi-1 and 

ALDH-1α using Western blotting and immunocytochemistry. The fluorescence 

intensity of Bmi-1 was significantly higher in CSC
+24/44/ESA

 as compared to parent 

L3.6pl cells. Western blotting revealed considerable over expression of ALDH-1α 

in CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 which confirmed enhanced self renewal in this population. 

Another important characteristic feature of CSC 
+24/44/ESA 

is EMT. Western 

blotting revealed loss of epithelial marker E-Cadherin expression, high 

mesenchymal protein Vimentin, and Slug expression in CSC as compared to 

L3.6pl cells. Such EMT and high self-renewal profile of CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 was 

reverted when subjected to epithelial culture conditions thus indicating plasticity 

in vitro. 
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  CSC
+24/44/ESA

 also showed increase in constitutive phosphorylation of 

signaling components such as NF-κB, MAPK, PI-3 kinase, and c-Kit as observed 

from antibody array analysis. Moreover, CSC
+24/44/ESA

 displayed marked 

resistance to a panel of cytotostatic SMI e.g. lapatinib and cytotoxic drugs such as 

gemcitabine. Furthermore, as few as 500 cells were able to generate tumor in 

vivo. Hence, the molecular profile of procured CSC 
+24/44/ESA

 in our laboratory was 

congruent with general features of cancer stem cells.   

RTK expression profiling in CSC revealed sustained RON expression by 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Interestingly, stimulation of CSC with RON ligand MSP caused an 

increase in phosphorylation of RON and activation of downstream signaling 

proteins Erk, Akt, and NF-κB. Such activation is indicative of functional RON 

signaling machinery. Moreover, anti-RON mAb Zt/c9 induced receptor 

internalization, as assessed by flowcytometry, qualified RON as a suitable drug 

delivery moiety. When L3.6pl or CSC
+24/44/ESA

 were treated with Zt/c9-RD-IL or 

Zt/c9-Dox-IL, an increase in the intracellular levels of rhodamine/ doxorubicin 

was observed. Hence it was established that RON is a suitable target for uptake of 

anti-RON IL. Such active internalization of Zt/c9-Dox-IL caused increased 

intracellular levels of Dox as compared to non targeted formulation and led to 

enhanced cytotoxicity in CSC
+24/44/ESA

. The therapeutic efficacy of Zt/c9-Dox-IL 

was further enhanced with multikinase inhibition using SMIs lapatinib and 

dasatinib. We thus demonstrated that Zt/c9-Dox-IL in combination with SMIs 
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specific to EGFR and multiple tyrosine kinases had increased therapeutic effect on 

CSC
+24/44/ESA

. Using this combination of RON mediated drug delivery with SMI, 

we observed a reduction in inherent drug resistance in CSC. These findings 

provide an important proof-of-principle for CSC targeted, RTK-mediated drug 

delivery strategy. Our studies thereby provide a platform for development of 

RON-directed immunoliposome based drug delivery to tumors with particular 

therapeutic implications to CSC.                  

In future, it will be interesting to investigate the role of RON in CSC 

phenotype. Functionally, RON could play a direct or indirect role in regulating 

drug resistance in CSC. However, its participation in self renewal warrants further 

investigation. It would be interesting to study the requirement of RON in 

maintaining a programming network that supports the stem-like phenotype. Given 

its role in epithelial cancers, RON may be involved in governing terminal 

differentiation and resultant oncogenic outcomes. It would be exciting to clinically 

validate the functional correlation of RON expression in cancer stem cells, tumor 

aggressiveness, and relapse-free survival.   
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